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FESTIVAL RULES 
Please read these rules as they are meant to maintain  

the well-being and safety of  everyone attending.  

1. As Raven’s Knoll has not yet succeeded in becoming a sovereign state, all laws of Canada 

and the Province of Ontario apply to everyone at KG. 

2. We ask that you take ALL your garbage and recyclables home. However, as this is not al-

ways feasible Raven’s Knoll will do it for a fee ($2 garbage, $1 recycling, LCBO free). If 

you sort your recyclables yourself at the new Depot (by the YAG), there is no charge.  

3. No illegal substances, firearms or pyrotechnics (sparklers excepted) are allowed. 

4. If you put the safety or well-being of others at risk, creating a hazard to the site or a situation 

that could have a hazardous outcome, you will be asked to leave. 

5. KG is a safe space. Sexually aggressive or inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated. 

6. No underage drinking of alcohol is permitted. The legal drinking age in Ontario is 19. (Years 

from past lives do not count toward legal drinking age.) 

7. Children under the age of 18 must be in the company of, OR have written permission from, a 

custodial parent or legal guardian to attend the festival. 

8. Parents are responsible for their under-18 children at all times. Parents who do not, in the 

opinion of the Festival organizers, exercise good parental care of their children will be asked 

to leave. Children under 10 must be supervised at all times. 

9. No child under age 12 may be left unattended near ANY body of water on the site. Children 

MUST be supervised by an adult at the beaches. The swimming area is not supervised so you 

swim at your own risk. No swimming in the Sacred Well. No swimming at night.  

10. Don’t dig or create any additional fire pits or scavenge fire wood from Raven’s Knoll prop-

erty. If personal fires are permitted, you can buy firewood at the registration office. Ontario 

regulations prohibit bringing firewood from outside the immediate vicinity. 

11. No glass bottles around the common fire pits. Remember that dancers may be ground-clad 

(barefoot). 

12. You can use your personal canoes and kayaks, but no motorized boats are permitted during 

KG. All Ontario boating rules must be obeyed. 

13. Rule 13 is not permitted under federal, provincial and universal law. Fnord. 

14. Pets are not permitted, with the exception of service / assistance animals or with the express 

prior permission of MA. 

15. Respect privacy. No video cameras, and do not photograph anyone, including people in the 

background, without their prior consent (even with a camera phone). This includes rituals 

and group shots. Videos and unwelcome photos will be erased, and offenders may be asked 

to leave. 

16. Smoking is strictly forbidden in all cabins, buildings and the children’s area(s). You can 

smoke anywhere else on the site as long as you dispose of your cigarette butts in an environ-

mentally-friendly way. (Use the Butt Cans provided). 

17. There is no bathing, washing of clothes or dishes, etc. in the river. (And definitely not in the 

Sacred Well.) Do not clean your dishes in the bathrooms or you will find yourself on bath-

room duty! 

18. You may be skyclad at the common fire pit at night and in your own campsite area. Be aware 

the river is public. Boats may occasionally pass by and neighbours do use the river in view 

of our beach area. In keeping with community standards, we ask that you respect the norms 

of the host/muggle community of which we are privileged to be a part, and ask that everyone 

not be naked and women not be topless in the beach area. However, the pond is clothing 

optional.  

19. Except at the discretion of the Festival Staff, please do not use electrically amplified musical 

instruments, radios, car stereos, etc. 

20. Respect our neighbours – stay on Raven’s Knoll land. Trespassing on neighbours’ property 

will be considered a serious transgression of hospitality. 

21. Respect yourself and others. Do not offend the Gods and Goddesses or spirits of the land. 

22. This is a private gathering; the Hosts of the festival and Stewards of the land have the right 

to enforce these rules. Anyone violating these rules shall be expelled without refund.    
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Kaleidoscope Gathering is a completely non-partisan 

gathering. We are open to people of all faiths,  

religions, cultures, genders and sexual orientations. 

While some of our workshops and rituals do refer to  

the teachings and philosophies of various schools of 

thought, we are not in any way officially aligned  

with any of these beliefs or institutions. 

Take heed!! 
 

Nine out of ten prophets agree: if 

you don’t read this program from 

cover to cover, angry mosquitoes 

will fly up your sarong and bite 

your tender bits. (The tenth prophet 

is in the bathroom having a really 

good scratch.) 

 

Staff note: This program was assembled and ed-

ited by pirates. You’ve been warned.  51 
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Paganism. Her studies in university at both the undergraduate and graduate levels have 

focused on Wicca, Paganism, Buddhism, Taoism, Shinto and Zen. She writes for maga-

zines as well as for herself, teaches in colleges and universities upon request, performs 

rites of passage as needed. Essentially, she lives by her vows to serve her community. 

Tam has been a magical practitioner for 13 years in the Montreal and Quebec City re-

gions. I work mostly with the land spirits. I have touched Wicca, Reclaiming, some 

forms of shamanism and chaos magick.  

Tania was always one of those weird kids that liked to dress up and paint herself. When 

she got older, she liked to help other people dress up and paint themselves. Face and 

body painting is her full-time occupation and she owns a successful art group of like-

minded people. One of Tania’s passions is working with children and she has extensive 

experience in youth programming. Currently she is directing arts programming for Main 

Place Youth Centre.  

Tracy stumbled into the Ottawa Pagan community seven years ago through a random 

Google search, and has truly loved the friends, experience, and spiritual path she dis-

covered. She is presently a member of Thornhaven ADF Grove, following a Celtic path 

with a Heathen bent. She plays the bagpipes, has been known to hug trees from time to 

time, and is working on the ADF Dedicant path to one day become clergy.  

Raven’s Knoll & KG Directors 

Maryanne “MA, Auntie M” Pearce 

One of Canada’s better-kept military secrets is the fact that, years ago, 

we had had our own research program to develop a new breed of 

“super soldier.” One of the researchers experimented with combining 

Mohawk and Celtic DNA. The experiment was successful. Too suc-

cessful, it turns out, as the subject bashed her way out through a rein-

forced concrete wall. Decades later, the army still has not caught up 

with Maryanne. This may be because she is currently finishing a PhD 

in law, and your average soldier rightly feels that a Celtic Mohawk legal expert is some-

thing he is definitely NOT paid enough to deal with. Or it may simply be because she 

has become very good at hiding under a giant pile of Great Pyrenees dogs.  

 

Austin “Auz the Viking” Lawrence 

At first glance, Auz is your typical Viking warrior: tall, blond, 

bearded. However, had he really been a Viking, he’d have been the 

one standing in the longboat saying, “Do we really have to do this 

pillaging and burning thing all the time? Can’t we all just get along?” 

At which point he would have been tossed overboard, so it’s proba-

bly a good thing he was never really a Viking. Auz does have the 

Viking tendency to laugh in the face of peril. Peril is taking it person-

ally, and is sulking in the corner.  
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Welcome home to the Kaleidoscope Gathering! 

The theme for this year's gathering is Prophecy. 

We have heard murmurs of the Feathered Serpent 

in the whispering wind, seen sparks through the 

smoked glass darkly, felt vibrations through lines 

in the Mother Earth, and experienced waves of 

foresight wash over us.  

‘Prophecy’ is that knowledge from Divine Powers 

that is foretold from within, that is experienced as 

a lesson of engagement with the world around us.  

Let us engage with the world and feel the Divine within. 

Many amazing things are planned for the Gathering this year – oracles 

and soothsayers, dragons and drumming, axes and spirits, rituals and 

concerts ... the program is a vast Kaleidoscope.  This Gathering is a 

blessing that many dedicated volunteers and friends in our various com-

munities give to one another.  People who attend put on this festival.   

This is the third year the Gathering will take place at Raven’s Knoll –a  

place where the roots of many Pagan communities have grown in fertile 

soil, just as the wisdom we gain from our spiritual traditions and personal 

connections grows.   

We are honoured that Witchdoctor Utu 

and friends of the Niagara Voodoo 

Shrine will be leading the Main Ritual, 

while Pamela Fletcher and David Rolfe 

will be facilitating Women’s Energy 

and Men’s Energy rituals. The Stag 

King and Trials of Artemis are cher-

ished festival traditions, as are the 

Rainbow Pride Parade and Third Gen-

der rituals, and … of course ... the 

Bardic Competition.  

Welcome Home! 
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Redhawk: “Eclectic”, “unique”, and “strange” are some of the 

kinder ways Redhawk has been described (Staff note: really, 

she wrote this herself!). Having been in and out of the commu-

nity for more years then she cares to count, you always know 

where you stand with this tell-it-like-she-sees-it woman. 

Rick Lutes survived years of KG staff-dom and lived to tell 

the tales … and to give a workshop. (Staff note: Call him 

Grandpa... he loves it.) 

RisingPhoenix (RP) once had a very long resume of things 

she has studied, but with time she has reaffirmed her motto, “I 

am only the sum of my experience, and I am still learning.’’ 

This said, her task now is to be of service to the community, be it with massage, a phi-

losophical conversation, African bone or tarot reading or dice divination, or simply 

chilling out. As long as it is in the moment. 

Rob has training in Shamanic healing, spiritual healing, psychic healing, Reiki, leaf 

divination, and cow calling. Rob is also a Second Level Parent with Drag’n’Hide train-

ing. He cheats at Duck Duck Goose. Some may know him by the Traditional Urban 

Parent names Charlottesdad or Justinsdad. 

Sarah Bergeron is a three-year trained massage therapist with over six years of experi-

ence in hands-on healing. She has suffered and survived two sciatic nerve injuries with 

a little help from her kind-hearted partner's learning to massage her painful injury. This 

has lead to the creation of the Massage Essentials - Workshops for Couples! 

Sheena is currently a resident of Ottawa and at present is a member of the Gaia Gather-

ing National Board. She has been attending Gaia Gathering since its inception in Ed-

monton in 2005 and is passionate about the magic of all that Canada's only National 

Pagan Conference is. 

Sodayah has a passion for all things crocheted since she picked up her first hook almost 

five years ago. She learned to knit at age 6 but went over to the dark side after she saw a 

blanket and bought the wool and pattern for a Yule present for her new mother-in-law 

before realizing it was crochet. She took a class and has hooked ever since. When she 

isn’t working on her latest project she can be found puttering in her garden, reading, 

renovating the house she shares with her husband, young daughter and their many pets, 

or working on various craft rituals. 

Steph: Dragged kicking and screaming into the Ottawa Pagan community in late 2005 

by his wife Tracy Thillmann, the community has been stuck with Steph ever since. A 

dyed-in-the-wool eclectic (blame his very liberal parents and upbringing for that one, 

darned hippies!), he is presently exploring Celtic/Norse druidry as a ritual co-leader 

with Thornhaven ADF Grove, where he is the current Scribe. He strongly believes in 

the virtues of volunteering, offering up his hands, time, and knowledge to those in need, 

whenever he can. 

T. Scarlet Jory, also known as ScarletCougar, is a priestess of the Katana Moon syn-

chretic tradition of Celtic Wicca and East Asian philosophies. She is the owner of The 

Magical Blend, Montreal's metaphysical shop, and Crescent Moon School of Magic and 

Grandpa Rick 
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Workshops last year in the NCR, and are gearing up for a new round of workshops in 

September. (Ask him how you can participate!) In his spare time, he is a Web and De-

sign trainer for a local training company firm and has been teaching adults and leading 

classes for two decades.  

Michael Winkler: The Man In Black started his journey in the craft 19 years ago.  He 

holds his Magnus Maturna in the Hemetic order, is presently a Priest in Gardnerian 

craft.  He's a professional class fencer and a video game junkie.  The Man in Black likes 

Mead, Warrior circle, and is a dedicated family man. 

Mike Dunitz is a lover of sharp and pointy things. These pointy things end up in 1) 

wood and 2) other stuff. The wood rarely complains, the other stuff does occasionally 

(but not for long). His ability to identify the difference between a pirate and an axe 

throwing target has been impaired by many years of taunting both pirates and axe 

throwing targets, often confusing the two. Fortunately he can usually identify the cor-

rect end of a drinking horn, best two guesses out of three. In non-Fest life Mike is a red-

bearded brother, proud father, actual sea-faring Viking, and notorious bon vivant. 

Myfanwe has been a mixed media artist and art instructor for 25 years. She works in 

collage, book arts, assemblage, junk art, and whatever. Her house has become a real 

witch's museum, overflowing with art of all kinds which may or may not make its way 

to a local museum one day. Some may recall her work at the art show KG ‘09. My-

fanwe is of the Greenwood Tradition in Montreal. magicinthewoods.wordpress.com  

NYX is a long time Pagan who used to run the Pagan club at 

John Abbott College. Patrick has been reading runes for many 

years. He is willing to talk about them and share his skill with 

anyone interested. He is also glad to share his other talents any-

time including talking to totems and other spirits as well as the 

fae folk. 

Pam Fletcher is an Eclectic Pagan with strong ties to her com-

munity and has been actively involved for 22 years organizing 

and leading workshops, rituals, and events. Originally from 

Ottawa she now lives in the country in Haliburton with her part-

ner, David (aka Carpenar) and the youngest of their three chil-

dren. Pam was one of the original board members of the PFPC, 

Co-Founder and Co-Organizer of the Toronto Pagan Confer-

ence, helped organize Mini-Fest before it became Kaleidoscope and was “Queen of the 

Universe for 6 Days Only” while she ran Kaleidoscope for a total of 17 years. Retire-

ment did not last that long as, along with Sarita Phoenix, she co-organized Gaia Gather-

ing, the 2012 Canadian National Pagan Conference in Toronto this past May. She has 

declared she really has retired this time (right!). One of her passions on her spiritual 

path is the Tarot which she has been practicing as an art form for over 25 years. This is 

where she is turning her energies to now and is excited to start sharing more of her 

knowledge with anyone who will listen. (Staff disclaimer: There is absolutely no resem-

blance whatsoever between Pam and Queen Victoria... please stop threatening us now?) 

Pat Gilliand is a summoner and later priest who married his priestess. He has been liv-

ing this Pagan fairy tale for nearly 22 years. 

This is NOT a photo 

of Pam.  
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Lots of work has gone into creating the Munchkinland Children’s pro-

gramming which will be brimming with fun for the wee anklebiters.  

Eric Mandala, David Hickey and the Dragon Ritual Drummers will be 

putting on featured concerts. Be prepared to step up to the “Soapbox of 

the Soothsayers” when hanging out at the Narnia Lamppost on the Di-

agon Alley merchant’s row (or any number of other shenanigans), as well 

as to meet the fortune tellers at the “Oracle Night”.  

All that and we have not even gotten to the vast plethora of workshops on 

a bewildering array of fantastically interesting and fortuitously enlighten-

ing Pagan, Heathen, Magickal and esoteric spiritual paths and tradi-

tions ... or the dancing, drumming and story-telling around the fires! 

We look forward to experiencing the magic and community that KG has 

been, and is, with you again this summer.  The warm earth awaits our 

bare feet!  May the Gods bless all your journeys. 

With bright blessings, in frith, all my relations, 

Austin ‘Auz’ Lawrence, 

Maryanne ‘MA’ Pearce, 

and the staff of the Kaleidoscope Gathering 
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Things to Know 

RULES: The rules of KG are on the back cover of this program. Read them yet? No? Well go 

read them! … ok, you can finish this section first. THEN go read them. 

FIRES:  It has been a hot, dry summer. Again! We have been working with the local fire depart-

ment, and the Hearth Fire (by the beach) and the large Drumming Fire (by the Pond) are likely 

going to be able to have fires, as long as it is not overly windy. This may change if the local fire 

chief declares it too dangerous to have any fire. No personal fires are allowed. There is a separate 

sheet outlining fire safety rules in effect at this time. 

Remember that fire safety is everyone's responsibility. There must be abso-

lutely no campfires or open flames in the pine forests. Please be very careful 

with lanterns and gas stoves. If you smoke, always dispose of your butts 

safely. In the past two KGs, butts have been found on the roads, paths, camp-

sites, Mirkwood and the Pine forests; very scary.  

CHARCOAL BBQS, PROPANE STOVES, ETC.: It comes as no surprise 

that being in drought conditions, we all must be vigilant and careful about fire safety. As such, no 

charcoal BBQs are permitted. Only box butane and propane stoves, such as the regular two-

burner Coleman’s, can be used on a sturdy, flat surface. If you are unsure of your cooking set up, 

please ask security. They will be checking out campsites periodically, and are there to help you. 

Having baking soda and a pail of water with a bit of dish soap in it at the ready is strongly encour-

aged.  

FIRST AID & MEDICAL EMERGENCIES: Our highly skilled medical team is here to pro-

vide first response for moderate to serious injuries and other medical emergencies. For minor cuts 

and scrapes, we encourage you to bring your own first aid kit. First Aid Kits are available behind 

the Registration Hut and at the Security Out Post near the drumming fire pit.  If you are experi-

encing or witness a medical emergency, any staff member will know how to summon the medics. 

Unless a person cannot or should not be moved, please go to the medic area tent set up near Staff 

Camp (across from Registration) to be treated. The medics can meet you there. Our medics CAN-

NOT provide any prescription or over-the-counter medications, including painkillers or antihista-

mines like Bendryl.  If you are likely to need medications, make sure you have them.  

SECURITY (aka The Flying Monkeys): Look for the folks with the radios (often heard singing 

the Meow Mix jingle). They are here to help everyone have an enjoyable fest by ensuring a safe 

and secure environment. Security folk will be patrolling throughout Raven’s Knoll, day and night. 

Do not hesitate to approach them with any problems or concerns you may have—from walking 

you to your campsite in the dark to serious issues. And please, if a member of security asks you to 

do something—or to stop doing something—be respectful and comply. They are only doing it for 

your safety and/or that of your fellow fest-goers. 

LIBRARY: The Raven’s Knoll Library has been set up in the Rookery with comfy seating. 

Please feel free to borrow a novel—what is a beach without a good book? Please do return all 

borrowed books to the bookshelves before you leave RK for others to enjoy. Donations of books 

can be left at the Registration Hut to be labeled, should you wish to leave any behind.  

GENERAL FIREPIT ETIQUITTE: For both new-comers and alumni, the drumming and danc-

ing fire pit is one of the highlights of the festival for many. There are several pretty basic etiquette 

rules that  you should be aware of:  

1. Be considerate of your fellow fire-goers. Many people are barefoot, so no glass bottles at 

any of the bonfires.  
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studies, Lucie has always been fascinated by ritual, drama and the enactment of mean-

ingful action. She has also been bemused by the forms gender takes on in the service of 

society. As such, she has explored oriental dance, women’s erotica, neo-Paganism, 

Wicca and goddess-worship. At the University of Ottawa, she is interim director of In-

terCulture and teaches courses on the history of magic, witchcraft and occult traditions, 

native spiritualities and Shamanism, women and religions, and religions and sexuality

(ies). Her doctoral thesis was on gender, divinity and contemporary women's spiritual-

ity. She has been a member of the Ottawa Pagan community since 1988. 

Lou: The veil grew thin and “poof!” Lou popped through into Ottawa at the Samhain 

Witches Gathering three years ago. Lou is a hedge witch with a spiritual background in 

Wicca, BTW, and Reclaiming, and with an academic background in Sociology, Psy-

chology, and Social Work. She has studied and used Tarot for about 25 years, and has 

focused on both energy healing and intuition for the last 12 years. She believes that we 

are magical beings and have the power to become anything we want to be if we truly 

believe it in our heart. 

Luna is a High Priestess in her tradition and has been attending KG for more years than 

she cares to count, yet remembers each one. In her free time, she enjoys photographing 

the beauty of the earth and has become a self-taught hobbyist shutterbug. She compli-

mented her autodidact photo skills with actual courses and group practice. Noticing 

other enthusiasts at fest, she decided to create a forum to share, 

learn, and create community around this art with a pagan angle. She 

continues to study both crafts.  

Mark: All of my life I've sat quietly in the background, watching 

those around me live their lives. Many times, I've found myself baf-

fled by their life choices. My own choices have often been equally 

baffling. Nine years ago I began studying Theravada Buddhism. 

This allowed me an excellent opportunity to enter my own mind and 

understand in part, how it worked and - at times- didn’t work. In 

2011, I took several Certified Hypnosis Classes, which confirmed much of what I had 

already learned and set me on a new path in life. It became clear to me that I have a pas-

sion to help people discover why they do what they do, and to assist those who are in-

terested, overcome the obstacles holding them back and be able to move on to live the 

lives they deserve. This passion has led me to learning more about psychology and hu-

man behaviour as well as continued learning about hypnosis. 

Meri Fowler has studied Shamanism with the Foundation for Shamanic Studies since 

2003. She is also a High Priestess and the founder of the Greenwood Celtic Shamanic 

Wiccan Tradition. Meri teaches Celtic Shamanism and does Shamanic healing at Ava-

lon Center in Montreal. http://www.avalonnaturel.com 

 

Michel Daw is an avowed Stoic and Hellene. Along with his wife and fellow Stoic 

Pamela, he runs TheStoicLife.org. Together they offered the wildly successful Stoic 
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Kat Summerbell is the Queen of KG Pirate Camp and mother of the world's cutest 

pirate twins. She has attended KG almost since its inception and has been an earth-

mother-loving kitchen-witch and member of Ottawa's pagan community for over 25 

years. Through those years she has built an impressive archive of pagan chants, Irish 

and East Coast traditional songs, and sea shanties, and is always 

on the lookout for more. If you want to witness a feat of teleporta-

tion, simply say the words “Anybody want to have a sing-a-long?” 

within 10 kilometres of Kat... she will instantly appear from no-

where with a grin and a songbook the size of a small car. 

Katie Gajdacs (Emese) was introduced to psychic phenomena in her childhood by her 

Godmother. She has been learning and developing her talent in this field since 1986. 

She learned to read Tarot cards in Australia. Since 1992 she has studied in a Spiritualist 

environment in Toronto and Lilydale. Through her interest in mystical knowledge she 

has also studied Kabalistic Mysticism for 4 years, under one of the greatest Kabalists 

Rabbi Chezi Nagar in Toronto. From 1992-1999, she has been an active member and 

lecturer of the Psychic Society of Toronto. Currently Katie is a Neophyte in the Od-

yssean Tradition and a member of the Wiccan Church of Canada. She will be offering 

private readings on Diagon Alley throughout KG. 

Kim Ross: One of Kim’s previous incarnations lived in Massachusetts in the 1700s. 

She went down in the history of the Salem Witch Trials as the only witch to climb back 

down off the stake and give her persecutors a sharply-worded lecture on how to prop-

erly build and light a bonfire. It is recorded that her last words were, “Ye goddess, can 

ye fools notte see it needeth another log?!”  Although officially an anthropologist, lin-

guist and teacher, her true interests include making things out of wood (and burning 

them), archaeological digs, debating philosophy and basking in the sun. 

Laurie Waller Benson has been going to Festivals since she was even smaller. At KG 

she works in Munchkinland, using her Arts, Music and Drama background, as well as 

her Montessori training, to inspire creativity. A Yoga and Belly Fit teacher in Canning-

ton, she recently achieved the first half of her Advanced Yoga Teacher Training with 

Frog Lotus Yoga in Mexico. She met Jock MacGregor while working as a professional 

actress in Toronto and they have two beautiful blazing redheaded young adults (Robin 

and Mairen) who were raised at Festivals. True to family form, Robin is now Mayor of 

Zombietown. Mairen can usually be found selling coffee, at home and here. 

Leo has been attending KG for many years and over the last few years has been a pur-

veyor of fine coffee to all of KG. He also has a background in the restaurant business. 

Linda Demissy is founder and gythja of Montreal's Lokabrenna Kindred, former Senior 

Druid of Silver Fox Grove, ADF, and a practicing Pagan since 1988. She specializes in 

spirit work, trance techniques, seership, and works as a hypnotherapist. She is currently 

writing a book of stories about Frigga's Handmaidens and the practice of spirit suppers, 

as well as a Pagan cookbook for beginners (and is making excellent progress at over-

coming her own fear of cooking).  

 

Lucie DuFresne: Trained in dance, theatre, costuming, anthropology and religious 
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2. If you are dancing, don’t smoke. Lit cigarettes and bare skin don’t mix.  

3. Screaming and yelling are not part of the dancing and drumming experience, and disturb 

campers and neighbours in ways the lovely sound of drums do not. Excessive noise / yell-

ing is not appropriate, especially at 3 in the morning!  

4. Libate the drummers (and dancers—and Fire Keeper). Drumming and dancing is hard, 

hot, thirsty  work. Bottles of water to be passed around are very much appreciated.  

5. Please do mind the Fire Keeper, and don’t forget to say thank-you and hello once in 

awhile—Fire Keeping is a lonely job! 

YE AULD GRUB (The YAG): The YAG is RK’s fry truck, which has traditional yummy junk 

food as well as breakfast and nutritious dinner options. It is fully up to code for fire and health. 

All Hail the Yag-er-meisters! 

FIRE PITS: KG is very pleased to offer different evening bonfire areas this 

year (pending continued approval by the local fire authorities):  

1. The Hearth Fire is a quiet bonfire where families can relax and 

chat. No drumming or dancing here.  

2. The Drumming Fire is the place for drumming and dancing the 

night away. Skyclad welcome.  

CARS: You may bring your cars to your camp site to unload and load your gear at the start and 

end of fest, and during fest briefly if need be. However the rest of the time cars must remain 

parked in the parking lot. Those with valid medical or accessibility reasons may apply for a spe-

cial parking permit at Registration. For those who cannot walk to the parking lot, a shuttle can be 

provided.  

BICYCLES: Thanks to donations of Alex DelBusso, Christine O’Connor, Dillon Lowen and 

Gern Alexander, Raven’s Knoll has some lovely bicycles to borrow. Many of these were tuned up 

and made useable by Simon Hannah. Loaner bicycles can be found at the Rookery in the bike 

racks. You can identify the RK bikes by the caution tape on the bar.  

CHARGING CELLPHONES & LAPTOPS: Cell phones are a way of life these days and many 

people want to keep them charged up. Last year, we set up a table in the Rookery to charge your 

phones and laptops. Due to the cost associated with hundreds of people charging their equipment 

(more than once a fest, too), we ask that you put $0.50 for a cellphone charge and $2.00 for a 

laptop into the “Comments” box that is located in the Rookery by the entrance. You are on the 

honour system on charges. This worked really well last year—thanks to the Hydro Faery for her 

wise idea and management of the service. We are not responsible for lost or stolen items.  

CHARGING BATTERY PACKS: Battery packs vary in size and cost to re-charge. The Rook-

ery cannot handle the charge of these items—to charge battery packs, please go to Registration, 

and the Hydro Faery will be called to pick up and charge your pack. Price varies between $3.00 

and $5.00 depending on the size. Please label your item and don’t forget to pick it up (unless it’s a 

donation to RK!)  

ELECTRICAL SET-UPS: There are limited numbers of electrical hook ups, and more can be 

added. When you have paid for an electrical site, you will be shown your plug and your cord will 

be tagged. (Unauthorized electrical cords will be removed and you will be charged with hydro 

use.) Staff will come along to set you up and turn on your power. Please be patient! It will get 

done but it may take a few minutes or a few hours. There are lots of people and lots of jobs.   
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WORKSHOP SPACES: Each workshop area has a white board, markers and a few chairs. 

Please use the courtesy seating system to allow Elders, the disabled and pregnant / nursing 

women to use the chairs rather than having to drag them. This year, we have tried to put all the 

workshops, as much as possible, in the main area to reduce the amount of walking people have to 

do to get between workshops. They are: 

1. The Rookery (either in or in front of the Rookery, as the host prefers) 

2. The Rookery Grove (to the right of the Rookery) 

3. The Rookery Annex (to the left of the Rookery, before Munchkinland) 

4. The Horseshoe Pit (to the left of the Rookery Annex, under the large tent) 

5. The Raven Stage (wow, thanks to David and Brad, and the unnamed helpers who have made 

it so incredible!) 

WHITE CHIARS / PICNIC TABLES: The white chairs are RK’s, and are not to be removed 

from the areas you find them in. Please do not bring them back to your camp; these are for com-

munal use. The red picnic tables are for the YAG. Non-red picnic tables can be pillaged back to 

your camp site. All other tables, chairs, lawn chairs, etc. should remain where they are found.  

RECYLING & COMPOST CENTRE: After spending close to 100 person hours post-KG 2011 

sorting the mountain of LCBO and recycling before it could be disposed of responsibly, two Ra-

ven’s Knoll volunteers came forward to offer a solution. Each day, a recycling and composting 

centre will be set up for certain set hours where all recycling and LCBO can be sorted by KG 

guests – without a fee – and to dispose of their compost and recycling. To assist with this, it 

would be helpful if people brought a compost pail, a normal pail or the compostable bags for 

compost (kitchen size) with their camping gear for this purpose. A pail of some sort is preferred, 

but compostable bags will do. You can find the Green Faeries set up near the YAG daily from 

10 a.m.—2 p.m. A huge thank you is needed to Nic Daines and Angela Gray, who spent untold 

hours with us in the barn and came up with this idea – and the offer to work the station. And did-

n’t mind being called Green Faeries, even when MA decided they needed costumes.  

Garbage runs will still continue with the same charge for disposal ($2 for each bag of garbage, $1 

for recycling, LCBO is free). However, this will allow people to dispose of their recycling with-

out charge, to compost and to reduce the hours spent sorting by volunteers post-KG.  Garbage 

runs are between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. You can spot the Black Pearl (truck) and trailer, or listen for 

their call to … “Bring Out Your Dead”. Garbage is $2/bag, recycling (sorted, in clear bags) is 

$1/bag, LCBO (in separate bag/box) is free. You can purchase extra garbage or recycling bags at 

the Rabbit Hole (registration hut).  

ADDITIONAL SORTING CENTRES: When people arrive at Registration, they are often car-

rying coffee, sodas, etc. that they want to dispose of right there. Similarly, at the YAG, people 

have purchased items that need to be disposed of, or have been wandering around Diagon Alley 

with something in their hand. Although these are not intended to be used to dispose of your 

camp refuse, these bins will have the appropriate items attached to them to help you know what 

can go in each bin. We ask that everyone take a quick second to help sort out and dispose of items 

properly.   

COLOURED BRACELETS FOR THOSE UNDER 18: This year anyone under 18 (the legal 

age of majority in Ontario) will have a bright green coloured bracelet. Everyone must wear the 

silicone, non-latex, non-allergenic bracelets at all times. Please note that the drinking age in On-

tario is 19.   
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Jason “Eagle Eyes” Perrault distinguished himself as one of the few people capable of 

drawing extended sexual innuendo out of fixing a roof. How he got his name is bit of a 

mystery. He is usually seen around KG walking into trees and buildings. While on secu-

rity duty he was observed talking into a squirrel under the apparent impression it was a 

radio. Apparently the eagle he was named for was about 80 years old and suffering se-

vere glaucoma. One day Jason saw a posting requesting a volunteer to lead 

the KG “Adopt a Newbie Program.” Peering myopically at the page, Eagle Eyes 

thought it said “Adopt a Nudist Program” and signed up immediately. He’s doing a 

great job easing the culture shock for Fest virgins. The fact that many do not turn out to 

be nudists hasn’t seemed to bother him, as they are all just a blur anyway. 

Jock McGregor has spent forty years studying and performing in theatre, film and tele-

vision all across Canada. In live theatre Jock first realized that magic really existed. 

Live performance is a magic act between actor and audience, and one of the oldest 

Bardic arts. He has performed in most Canadian theatres from Toronto to Vancouver in 

plays too numerous to mention. Jock is the former President of the Toronto Irish Players 

and has produced and directed many shows. He has also appeared on the silver screen, 

in films like “The Cutting Edge,” “Detroit Rock City,” and “The Santa Clause,” At KG, 

Jock has dedicated himself to sharing the freedom, fun and magic of a live Bardic. 

Jordan: There is a theory that Jordan Phoenix is not in fact human, but rather a particu-

larly intelligent tree from the deep forests of Whispering Pines who decided one day to 

wander up to the fire pit and see what all the fuss was about. This theory is popular 

among those who get a crick in the neck while talking to him. Having emerged from the 

woods Jordan worked for a while in the movie business, playing an Ent in Lord of the 

Rings. He now pursues a vocation in the library sciences because books apparently re-

mind him of someone he knew. One fateful day, an unknown individual introduced Jor-

dan to mead-making. Someday a monument will be erected to this unsung hero. Jordan 

is also a past Stag King. How they managed to bring him down at the end of his reign 

remains something of a mystery, although it is said a two-man chainsaw was required. 

Julian is a follower and practitioner of a traditional style of witchcraft.  He continues a 

discipline of esoteric studies in witchcraft, magick, astrology and various forms of divi-

nation, with a special savvy for the Ogham alphabet (Celtic Runes). Much of his craft 

includes an astrological perspective with a focus on lunar and planetary influences for 

workings and rituals. Julian has taught advanced astrology, does astro charts, readings 

and divination. He has written a few good public rituals, is developing a coven, with 

Elders of Lineage and is a peripheral member of the WCC community in Toronto. He 

attends rituals and events whenever possible and works as a professional musician in 

various disciplines and venues.   

Juniper has practiced hedge-witchcraft since her mid-teens, or around half her life. She 

runs the Walking the Hedge website, which contains her blog and a popular forum. She 

co-hosts the Standing Stone and Garden Gate Podcast with Brendan Myers. Juniper 

writes a column for the Pagan Newswire Collective called Fur & Feather, and contrib-

uted to two anthologies: “To Fly By Night: Craft of the Hedgewitch” and “Hoofprints in 

the Wildwood: A Devotional for the Horned Lord”. Not an elder, nor a 

guru, but a messy little Hedgewitch who speaks her mind. 
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years, as well as the spirit work practices of Northern Tradition Paganism with Lo-

kabrenna Kindred. 

George Bailey has spent many years making weapons and teaching people weapons 

craft. A follower of Asatru and Druidism, George and his friends enjoy meeting new 

people and teaching them where the pointy end goes. He also enjoys sitting down and 

getting to know the survivors. Once again, mini-Auz requested sword workshops be 

done, and giant-Auz wanted axes (and came up with the name of the workshops) and 

voila! two “Sh*t you need to know for Ragnarök” workshops.  

Gina Ellis is a world traveller (in a small way) and maker of small videos.  In a former 

life, she was the founder (more or less) of the predecessor of KG. 

Helene Arts has been a student and practitioner of the metaphysical and the occult for 

over 30 years. She has been working with astrology since 1994, and has received formal 

training in this field. She holds a BA in Anthropology of Religions and an MA in Hu-

man Systems Intervention. By day she runs the Dispute Resolution Centre (Ottawa) for 

National Defence and is a part-time professor at two Ottawa universities - but all she 

really thinks about is the numinous. You can find her online at 

www.StarArtsAstrology.weebly.com. 

Helmut is KG’s living incarnation of Vulcan, God of Bashing 

Big Lumps of Metal. He has been bashing big lumps of metal 

for some 40 years now, and has been selling pretty, shiny lumps 

of bashed metal to pagan fest-goers for over 27 years. Helmut is 

the acknowledged Dean and Master of all who vend at KG… 

mostly because failing to acknowledge large men wielding 

heavy hammers is often bad for the health. In more recent years, 

Helmut has begun running the archery lists at KG. This is possi-

bly because Helmut felt some vendors were not sufficiently 

awed and terrified. Anyone wishing to see and purchase 

Helmut’s pretty bashed lumps of metal (and other assorted non-

metal pretty things) can find them at festivals and other gather-

ings where Pagans might have money in their pockets. 

Ja Sonier is a prophet of sound - a professional musician, composer and audio engineer 

based in Ottawa.  A drummer and musician of many years experience, he has explored 

studied various percussion and music traditions, including West African, Egyptian and 

Lebanese, Irish/Celtic, Flamenco and electronic percussion/sound design.  He is a multi-

instrumentalist, playing percussion, winds, strings and electronics with equal passion, 

and works with various ethnic and modern dance artists, ensembles and schools.  He 

also performs regularly with Heather Dale and other artists and groups. He owns and 

operates his own recording/production studio (Summer Solstice Productions) and has 

had the privilege of recording several of the shining and singing lights of our commu-

nity. Keep an eye out for his mysterious and magical solo projects, set to be unleashed 

on the world in the next year or so.  

Jade Pichette is a social worker experienced in GLBTQ, safer sex, diversity, and anti-

oppression. She has been working in the field for five years. She is also a Heathen with 

attitude having served as Lorekeeper with Rúnatýr Kindred since its founding. 
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CHILD FIND:  As a precaution, we ask all parents to take a photo of each of 

their children (under 17) with their cameras or cell phones (phones are preferred) 

when they arrive on site. If you do not have a phone, ask a friend! In the event 

your child is separated from you, it can be sent to all security staff quickly during 

a search. This is voluntary, obviously, but sometimes children do wander away or time gets away 

from them.  

MERCURY MAIL Inspired last year by our Kiwi visitor, Polly Lind, KG will be operating a 

volunteer-run mail system. A “mail box” will be located behind the Rabbit Hole. Put a note along 

with the person's name and hopefully the general area they are camping, if known. Some volun-

teer, hopefully in wings, will deliver it for you. If you would like to deliver mail, please speak to 

Pagan Owl at his vending tent. This is a great way to meet new people, and to put a little smile on 

someone's face!  

KG TRIVIA / SCAVENGER GAME: Initially an idea for Newbies and Lone Wolves, as a way 

to get them to meet people, it has been expanded to include KG Veterans as well. There are ques-

tions to answer, people to find to get stamps, and fun to be had. The prizes are 2013 entrance to 

KG for the Newbie winner, and entrance to the 2012 Kornukopia Gathering in September, here at 

the Knoll, for Lone Wolves and Veterans. Pick up your game card at registration and return your 

completed card to Jason “Eagle Eyes” at the auction on Sunday to be entered in the draw. You 

can keep your completed card; your name will be entered into the box, and we will draw the win-

ners at Closing Ritual. Be sure to leave an email / phone number in case you are not at the ritual. 

SKYCLAD: Raven’s Knoll is privileged to be part of the local community. As such, we strive to 

be good neighbours, including but not exclusively, to the children’s camp next door. As such, 

please note that you can be skyclad at your own campsite (except those near the beach or visible 

to the public from land or water) and at the drumming fire and pond, but clothing is required for 

common areas. Because the river is public space used by our neighbours, there is no skyclad or 

female topless bathing there. We thank everyone for their support and understanding of our need 

to be good neighbours.  

THE PAGAN PORCH: Just past Staff Camp is the Pagan Porch, a BYOB patio complete with 

bistro tables and chairs, and pretty lights. Come have a seat, talk to someone new, relax in the 

shade. Please dispose of your own garbage and recycling! A huge thank you to Shamrock and 

Polka Dot Dan for all their work and energy in setting up this communal space.  

RAVEN’S KNOLL MAP: Juniper Jeni and Angela Grey have been working on 

a map for Raven’s Knoll for a long time. Behold the beauty of the new map!  

(pages 26-27) 

THE RAVEN STAGE: David Rolfe has been creating the artful Raven Stage 

since 2010. Brad McDonald has been helping him, along with other volunteers. 

Together, the mad genius and art of David and Brad has created a masterpiece. The two of them 

have spent virtually every weekend since May working in the hot sun. We are honoured to have 

two such dedicated and talented artists among us. We thank you mightily, and often… it is a 

beauty to behold.  

BERMS & SPIRAL: Crazy Dave flew in from Alberta to spend three days moving the sand 

berms for greater sound protection. The man responsible for the Cauldron (Pond) and the berms 

has now created a spiral in the small trees across from the parking lot. It will be finished next 

year, but for now, take a walk around (and around) until you reach the centre, for a quiet repose 

and meditation. All Hail the Man with the Machines!  
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Rituals 

Where there is a star (* ) behind the name of the artist or presenter, it denotes that the presenter 

has a biography which can be found at the back of the program.. 

A Festival for Dionysus – Julian* – This is a ritual celebration of 

love, joy, fellowship and magick through the ecstasy of wine, danc-

ing, chanting and community.  A spiral dance, endless wine libations 

and fun permeate this beautiful rite with powerful two-fold ritual 

working. Ritual spell casting and blessings permeate this rite. A few 

hours of fasting prior to the ritual is highly recommended. 19 and 

over only. Skyclad is optional. There is no sexual touching during 

this ritual. (There is a pre-meeting for those interested. See work-

shops for information). 

Cairn Walk (Men) – Fraser Sinclair (Cormac)* – Each year some 

men look forward to the powerful, intimate atmosphere that the Cairn offers where we put aside 

the posturing and daily facade and just discuss men's issues together. Some men look forward to 

hearing from the other men in the community, seeing what they've been up to and what they've 

accomplished in the past year. Some men look forward to being accepted as a man in the commu-

nity and having that identity reinforced by other men. The solemn procession to the Cairn to place 

another stone from home on it, to remember those men who inspired us who are no longer with us 

and to add our own power reinforces the power of the Cairn. Meet at the Stage, don't forget your 

stone. This is a men’s-only event, including our trans brothers. 

Children’s Warrior Circle – Doug Thew* – Inspired by the adult warrior circles, this event 

allows kids to face each other in an honour battle with boffo-based weapons. Kids will learn the 

basics and history of the warrior path before they pick up their boffo weapon and face their oppo-

nent. 

En Francais, S'il Vous Plait! – Lucie * and Alex Del Busso* – Qui sont les voyageurs réel? Les 

Français bien sûr! Rejoignez-nous et de célébrer l'esprit français. Even if you are not bilingual or 

have not worked in French before, please feel free to attend. (Staff note: Unfortunately  Jock 

MacGregor’s Scottish Gaelic Ritual has been cancelled because we couldn’t understand what the 

hell he was talking about.) 

Farewell Ritual / Ceremonie d’adieus – Auz& MA and Friends – It has been foretold that all 

festivals must end.  It is a paradox that it is in the moment, in the memory, where we touch im-

mortality.  Join together in community to wrap up the memories and moments of this Gathering, 

to weave the border of the tapestry that will hang in your mind as a reminder of the life you can 

live ... each year at KG.  And, the wisdom and wonder you can live ... throughout every year.   

Fire Lighting Ritual – Salamander – KG’s Fire Keeper Salamander will preside over the light-

ing of the annual KG fire at the Drumming Fire Pit. 

GLBTQ Ritual – Alex Del Busso* – “As Witches we dance between the 

worlds, let the dance carry us between the genders.” With discussion and 

dance we will celebrate the union of the Goddess and the God from which 

we are all born. As we find our place in the world, embracing the Love of 

the Goddess and God for us, we explore how we can use the energy of this 

love in our daily lives. Everyone is welcome – GLBTQ and friends. 
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Caroline Denby is a Spiritual Adventuress who loves exploring and experiencing the 

energies of the universe in all their wonder-filled manifestations. Along with home-

schooling four amazing children, she practices crystal energy healing, Reiki and crystal 

sphere massage, creates crystal energy jewellery, tools, and Sacred Geometries, and 

facilitates energy workshops. Caroline loves connecting with people and sharing ideas, 

insights and information.  

Caycee is a busy Pagan living in Ottawa. She is involved in a couple of Pagan groups 

there, as well as the Unitarian Universalist congregation. She also helps run science-

fiction conventions and parents an almost equally busy nine-year-old. In her spare time 

she… wait, hahaha, she has no spare time. 

Christine O’Connor has been around KG since time immemorial. Despite being natu-

rally rebellious, not to mention easily bored and distracted, she has nevertheless man-

aged to settle down and concentrate just long enough to produce two Bachelor degrees, 

four children and seven grandchildren. She is, however, not even slightly ready to be 

grown up. She is also a fabulous artist - one of her fabulous creations, a raven, now 

lives happily in Raven's Roost, the main house at Raven's Knoll. It is frightening to con-

template what Christine might accomplish if only she weren’t so easily distr… ooh! 

Shiny thing! (Staff note: Christine is responsible for the helpful fest tips throughout the 

program. Follow them at your own risk.) 

Cormac (a.k.a. Fraser Sinclair): Once Kaleidoscope's friendly welcoming face at the 

registration table, Cormac now does something else for the festival. I don't know what. 

Often it seems to involve taunting the Flying Monkeys. Pretty young men are urged to 

steer clear of his tent… there are mantraps. 

David Rolfe is a rural pagan with leanings to the Asatru path for over 25 years. He lives 

in the country with his partner, Pam (aka Lady Pamilla) with the youngest of their three 

children. (Yes, this does sound familiar). David is a timber-framer and custom carpenter 

by trade and has committed his skills to his community by creating beautiful structures 

and fun projects including the Viking Ship, the Phoenix (burned in ritual), and the Ra-

ven Stage at Raven’s Knoll. David was an intrinsic part of Kaleidoscope, helping to 

organize and building infrastructure (the epic tarping of the Bardic competition on 

Bob’s Land) behind the scenes when his wife was running the festival. He strongly feels 

that in every community, everyone has a special role to play. His is to build stuff and 

get stuff done. Does he ever!  

Ethan and Kaitlyn Kincaid continue to wander happily through the exciting world of 

paganism. They participate in a Northern Tradition Kindred called Lokabrenna Kindred, 

based in Montreal. They live and work in Montreal, writing books and developing video 

games. Their path is born of chaos magic and a passion for learning. 

Faye Estrella, aka Festrell, is a performer, writer, educator, and community organizer. 

As part of the Bikolano/Filipino diaspora, she has been studying the animistic and spirit 

work practices of the archipelago colonially known as the Philippines for over five 

Christine’s Fest tip #22 You’ll never be lost if you remember that moss 

always grows on the north side of your compass.  

http://www.ravensknoll.ca/
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Alex Del Busso One of KG’s most recognized personalities – or perhaps we should say 

characters – Alex has been part of the Montreal pagan and GLBTQ communities 

for over 20 years. He is fluent in French, English, Italian and Outrageous, and has stud-

ied art, classical ballet, modern dance, and theatre, and his latest fascination is wood-

working. Alex boasts some impressive credentials including helping organize the 2008 

Montreal Out Games in 2008, choreographing the bonfire welcoming dance 

at Starwood Festival, and leading many public rituals at KG and at Wic-Can-

Fest. These days you can find him hanging around with his Goddesses sing-

ing old time favourite Pagan songs.  

Allison is a newer addition to the Pagan community of Ottawa and is currently partici-

pating in the contest "Ottawa’s Biggest Loser" (yup, like the T.V show). She is no ex-

pert in exercise but is an educator by trade and will be sure to make you feel welcome 

and leave you sweaty and panting!!! (Staff note: Get your mind out of the gutter!) 

Anat: Het Set, Het Eset, Het Ynpu, mother, wife, pagan, scribe in the service of 

MAAT, oneiromancer (studier of dreams), dancer, chantress, priestess and servant for 

the House of Eset and Set. The House of Eset and Set (www.esetsethet.com ) started off 

as a virtual house honouring the Great Neteru Isis and Seth. As of 2010 it has attained a 

material existence with a dedicated space in Anat’s home for their worship and for all 

the Neteru. In the coming months a library will be available to visit there by appoint-

ment, and rituals happen on a regular basis.  

Angela Grey started her love affair with the natural world at a young age. Growing up, 

she spent most of her spare time out in the forest camping, building forts, exploring 

ravines, checking out plants, pestering the wildlife, and just generally getting into trou-

ble. Fortunately, she almost always managed to get herself out again. Now an adult, her 

love of nature has helped her become a dedicated student of green and hedge witchcraft, 

and a regular volunteer at Raven's Knoll. And on any given weekend, she can usually be 

found out playing in the woods, getting into trouble. 

Anne Cheng aka Isis Fire is an experienced pagan festival organizer: she helped bring 

about Festival Terre Eau for eight years and Awakening Isis for five years. After taking 

a few years off to recover, she has decided recently to host a new event called AlKhemi. 

Anne is a servant/ priestess of Isis and has been to Egypt where she was initiated.  

Brandy Rose is an Intuitive Reiki Practitioner, Certified Yoga Instructor, and Licensed 

Wedding Officiant. Brandy has a diverse range of education and gifts that she applies in 

her classes, teachings and sessions. Brandy has always had a calling to work with peo-

ple and is passionate about assisting others in their unfolding journey of this life. Her 

intention is to celebrate everyone’s uniqueness and inspire their amazing potential 

within. Please join Brandy for your one on one chakra balancing session wherein she 

will also contact spirit guides, ascended masters, angels and loved ones who have 

crossed over, who assist her with messages and information to re-harmonize your chak-

ras and much more. 

Biographies 
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Healing Ritual – Healing is more than just physical - the mind, body and spirit need to be syn-

chronized and working in harmony. When one or more aspects of ourselves are out of balance it 

impacts everything else. This eclectic ritual will be organized at the Healers Meet & Greet and 

will be what everyone wants it to be. There will be no dancing! All are welcome to attend. Feel 

free to bring a chair.   

Isis Ritual – Anne Cheng* – The ancient Egyptians experienced the Gods (Netjeru) directly and 

in so doing were able to learn things that cannot be communicated with words. Anne will call the 

Goddess into each person so they can experience Her directly, learning about Isis. What she has 

to say to each individual will be different, and some may not receive any message. Please do not 

drink alcohol or take drugs 24 hours prior to this workshop so you can be a clear channel. Note: 

Please do not attend if you have had or given a Reiki attunement within the previous 24 hours. 

Lughnasaadh – Julian* – This ritual is a traditional/creative format 

honouring the first harvest. The Celtic theme, based on the Irish 

myth of the struggle between the Fomorians and the Tuatha De 

Danaan, celebrates the Taming of Ireland from an uninhabitable 

territory to a verdant pasture land.  Please bring something to share, 

if you can, for the ritual feast.   This is an adult ritual suited 

for “Wicca Type Folk”, or really open-minded enthusiasts since 

it features some slightly more advanced aspects of Witchcraft and 

Sorcery.  A declaration of perfect love and trust is required for ac-

ceptance into this circle.  Skyclad is optional (There is a pre-meeting 

for those interested. See workshops for information.) 

Main Ritual – Dragon Ritual Drummers* – From the deep woods 

of the Carolingian forests, by the North Star, from the writhing waters of Niagara Falls, in the 

resonant power of the drum comes the wisdom of prophecy ... comes the Dragon.  Raise the en-

ergy of prophetic futures with the folk of the Kaleidoscope Gathering.  Join in the rising of the 

Power orchestrated by Witch Doctor Utu of the Niagara Voodoo Shrine and his brothers and sis-

ters of Spirit. 

Men’s  Ritual – Outward to Community and Inward to Self – David Rolfe and Pamela 

Fletcher – David and Pamela work strongly with balance on their paths understanding that there 

is an opposite and equal counterpart to all energies. Active and Passive, Positive and Negative, 

Day and Night, and this includes the Masculine and Feminine energies in each person. Therefore 

in leading the men’s and women’s rituals this year they are opening up their rituals to ALL PER-

SONS to attend EITHER OR BOTH rituals so each person can explore the energies of both their 

masculine and feminine selves. David will be leading an assertive, directive, creative ritual that 

will involve erecting a timber-frame structure that will shelter a future earthen oven that will be 

used to for the ritual baking of food to nourish our community. For safety reasons all participates 

will need to wear suitable clothing including closed toed shoes. No sarongs or sandals please! 

You may also want to bring gloves, tools are not required. There is no end time to this ritual; feel 

free to leave if you have other commitments and cannot 

stay until completion. Pam will be exploring the feminine 

in its contemplative, reflective, intuitive aspect in ritual on 

a Soul’s Journey into ones inner-self to better understand 

ourselves through the use of divination to allow each per-

son to reveal their own personal prophecy.  

Men’s Warrior Circle – Michael Winkler* – An explora-

tion of the warrior spirit within all men! This event will 

involve discussion of how the archetype of the Warrior is 

Christine’s Fest Tip #58 

A potato baked in the 

coals for one hour makes 

an excellent side dish. A 

potato baked in the coals 

for three hours makes an 

excellent hockey puck.  
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expressed, as well as the techniques and reactions of a warrior. There will also be ritualized com-

bat using foam weapons to hone our warrior skills and determine a champion.  

Mixed Warrior Circle – Hobbes* – At this event, as with past years, the champions of the 

Men’s and Women’s Warrior Circle will unite in a ritual of competitive camaraderie using foam 

weapons. Be prepared to cheer for your champion in good spirit!  

Opening Ritual – Auz& MA and Friends – Last year we foretold that KG 2012 would happen.  

And here it is!  A future is created by intentions, magick by will, the soul of a gathering by the 

energy and wishes that are expressed.  At the opening ritual we gather together as a community to 

announce ourselves to the our Gods and the Spirits of the land.  We commune for the first time as 

a diverse village, united in purpose to create the Kaleidoscope.  Bring with you a positive thought 

for this gathering, and we will send your offering of the mind’s-eye with our physical offerings to 

the Gods and Spirits. 

Oracular Seith Rite – Linda Demissy* and Lokabrenna Kindred – The seeress sat on the high 

seat, a song was sung to call and please the spirits. She gave answers from the spirits to the people 

with questions. As it was done in the Saga of Erik the Red, so we will do. But the seeress cannot 

feed all the spirits alone… and we won’t slay a goat in offering as was done then. So if you want 

answers, come with a stick to strike the earth, jingles to dance the fire, fans to send wind, water 

bottles to shake or some other way to raise and offer the energy needed to gain your answers. 

Oracular Shrine – Anat* – Each morning at 10:00 a.m. join Anat in her vending area for a 

shrine ritual. This Shrine is honouring Isis, Seth and Anubis and participants will be purified be-

fore addressing the Neteru. Prayers will be recited and each attendee is encouraged to step for-

ward and spend some one-on-one time with the Shrine, leaving their Oracular request and prayer 

on the altar. This small ritual emulates the daily rituals that would take place in the great Houses 

of Life in Ancient Egyptian times.  

Rite of Passage for Girls – T. Scarlet Jory* – This is a non-denominational ceremony for girls 

aged 12 through 18 who have had their first menses. They must be sponsored by a parent/

guardian to attend with that parent present for the ceremony. This is both ritual and learning ex-

perience for girls and parents alike. This is an overnight experience where the girls will encounter 

the divine and themselves through ritual. There is a $25 charge for this ritual for the supplies & 

packages for the girls. Please contact Scarlet directly prior to KG at (scarletcougar@gmail.com) 

and pay via Paypal to paypal@themagicalblend.com (subject: KG Rite). 

Stag King Competition – KG Male Elders and 2011 Stag King – The 

great Kaleidoscope tradition. Life, death, rebirth, blood, the forces of na-

ture… all in one tight package bursting with testosterone and machismo! 

What more could you ask for? Any man of age may join the competition. 

Boys, girls and women are welcome to cheer at the start and finish, but 

please keep the ritual sacred by staying away from the competitors during 

the ritual. 

The Trials of Artemis — KG Female Elders and the 2011 Huntress – The 

KG men have the Stag King. Now, finally, the women have the Trials of 

Artemis. We are looking for women who are willing to take the tests and 

trials of what is expected of them in this day and age, drawing on the spirits 

of our ancestors and their trials. If you feel up to the task, come out and test 

your abilities. Who will be the next to be crowned The Huntress?  

Third Gender Ritual – Linda Demissy* – Strong woman, sensitive man - 

genders are expressed not in a single voice but with many. In this rite we will 

let the Mask of the Feminine, of the Masculine and of Third Gender converse 
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Stop Smoking with Hypnosis (for free) – Rebecca Graves – Following a long discus-

sion on Facebook, for those folk who'd like to stop smoking, Certified Hypnotherapist 

Rebecca Graves is offering the opportunity to quit for good in a safe, easy and drug-free 

way using hypnosis - a natural trance state that accesses the amazing potential of the sub

-conscious mind. These will be group sessions, just bring your chair or a blanket to lie 

on. To have the most benefit, you will need to attend at least three of the daily hour long 

sessions. The sessions will also benefit those who have already quit but find it difficult 

to remain a non-smoker during KG.  

The “Need Fire” History – T. Scarlet Jory* –Discover the connections through land 

and time of the concept of a sacred flame or need fire. Where does the idea come from? 

Why do we use this tool in our rites? Learn how to create a scared need for your home. 

The Sacred Sites and Holy Places of Raven’s Knoll – Auz* – Raven’s Knoll exists as 

a special place for our Pagan and Heathen communities. The Knoll is a simple place, yet 

throughout the landscape are specific places that embody the sacred and holy powers of 

a diversity of traditions. Auz will take you on a tour through place and space, mind and 

lore, to visit and learn about communing with the powers of some of these sites. On this 

journey we will briefly stop at the Sacred Well, Birch Grove, Gnome Home, Standing 

Stone, Lord and Lady Shrine, Red Spiral, Cairn, Rainbow Tree and the God-pole Vé. 

Please come prepared to hike around and stand for a period of time. Your experience 

will be heightened if you bring ceremonial offerings such as fruit or nuts, silver-

coloured coins, clouties (i.e., strips of cloth), a rainbow coloured item, a polished stone 

or crystal, an alcoholic beverage, or apple juice. 

There can be only one... Monogamy in the modern world – Pat Gilliland* – Monog-

amy is only one of many forms of emotional or intimate relationship. This workshop 

will examine what monogamy is, what it isn't, why you would want to go there and how 

to make it work if you do.  

What I Did On My Vacation – Gina Ellis* – Went to England, made short videos 

about visiting the witch museum featuring Gardner and Sanders memorabilia, and in-

side Stonehenge in the foggy foggy dew, and then considered that eternal ques-

tion:  who crapped in the crop circle? If there's time and audience, there could be a 

showing of short videos about previous vacation trips to the Abbey of Thelema in Ce-

falu, the Speculum of Diana in Nemi and the underground temples and weird goings-on 

at Damanhur in Italy. 

KornuKopia Gathering 
September 14 to September 16, 2012 at Raven’s Knoll 

 

~ “Burning of the Bull’ ritual 

~ communal “Fall Fruits Feast”  

A gathering for Pagans to celebrate the last bounty of 
the Summer and the Turning of the Wheel of the Year 
into Fall , honouring the gods in mirth and reverence 

www.ravensknoll.ca or find us on Facebook as “Raven’s Knoll” 
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questions – even the silly ones! There will be a short walking tour (or tractor tour if 

Duchess is free) so you can get to know the land. Don’t forget to get your KG Trivia 

game for Newbies, Lone Wolves and KG Veterans!  

Lughnasaadh pre-ritual meeting – Julian* – This is a voluntary pre-ritual meeting to 

assign roles to volunteers and answer any questions. You do not need to attend this 

meeting to attend the ritual, however it will help both you and the organizers be better 

prepared to have a great rit. 

Massage Essentials –  Sarah Bergeron* –  A one-hour workshop on using your hands 

and body efficiently to provide a truly effective relaxation massage, with a focus on 

ergonomics, deep breathing, giving and receiving. All ages are welcome. No special 

tools needed, just hands and possibly a blanket/pillow to sit on. Both people in a part-

nership will have a turn giving and receiving a 30-minute head, neck, shoulder, arm and 

face massage. (Staff note: Participants may be randomly… umm…. tested, yeah… 

that’s it… tested… on their massage skills by tired and overworked staff members 

throughout the week.) 

Occupy with Magick – Heather Bostelaar –

Activist Pagans? Perish the thought. Heavily 

involved in the Occupy Movement, Heather has 

observed common threads of community mem-

bership and solidarity in both her pagan and ac-

tivist lives.  She will share her experiences in 

activism and invite participants to share theirs. 

The workshop will look at the use of magick 

within and as a form of activism, and there will  

be discussions on and demonstrations of activist 

principles and models such as the general assem-

bly process, and a consensus based participatory 

democracy model that can be used in diverse 

situations.  There will be sharing of resources 

and tools, as well as topical readings. (Staff note: The Occupy the Ferryman’s Tent 

demonstration has been cancelled due to a complete lack of willing participants.) 

Penny Pinching for Pagans – Redhawk* – Want to know how to can feed a gathering 

of people and not go broke? Want to know how to get gas for free to drive up to the 

Knoll? Want to know how to make $1 turn into $10 in value?? Join us in learning how 

to best use your points programs, sales fliers and more to make life seem rich without 

spending like the rich.   

Polyamory – Jade Pichette* – Wonder how people have multiple partners without 

cheating? Come learn the wide world of polyamoury. Whether it’s all new to you or old 

hat, you might learn something. 

Safer Sex – Jade Pichette* – Let's talk about sex, baby. Let’s talk about you, STIs and 

me?? If you ever wondered how to have safer sex at fest we'll be talking STIs, condoms, 

dental dams and how to sexy up your consent talk. This workshop is only for those 16 

and up. 
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with each other and talk to the people. Masks have no life and no voice until you lend them your 

own. What do you need to express? Can you wear lipstick and still kick ass? Can you be strong 

and shed tears? Each of you will have a chance to wear a mask and speak your truth. 

Women’s Ritual – Outward to Community and Inward to Self – David Rolfe and Pamela 

Fletcher – David and Pamela work strongly with balance on their paths understanding that there 

is an opposite and equal counterpart to all energies. Active and Passive, Positive and Negative, 

Day and Night, and this includes the Masculine and Feminine energies in each person. Therefore 

in leading the men’s and women’s rituals this year they are opening up their rituals to ALL PER-

SONS to attend EITHER OR BOTH rituals so each person can explore the energies of both their 

masculine and feminine selves. David will be leading an assertive, directive, creative ritual that 

will involve erecting a timber-frame structure that will shelter a future earthen oven that will be 

used to for the ritual baking of food to nourish our community. For safety reasons all participates 

will need to wear suitable clothing including closed toed shoes. No sarongs or sandals please! 

You may also want to bring gloves, tools are not required. There is no end time to this ritual; feel 

free to leave if you have other commitments and cannot stay until completion. Pam will be ex-

ploring the feminine in its contemplative, reflective, intuitive aspect in ritual on a Soul’s Journey 

into ones inner-self to better understand ourselves through the use of divination to allow each 

person to reveal their own personal prophecy.  

Women’s Warrior Circle – Kim Ross* – An exploration of the warrior spirit within all women! 

This event will involve discussion of how the archetype of the Warrior is expressed, as well as the 

techniques and reactions of a warrior. There will also be ritualized combat using foam weapons to 

hone our warrior skills and determine a champion.  

Red Spiral Women’s Retreat 
August 17 to August 19, 2012 at Raven’s Knoll 

 

Roots of Wisdom:  
Learning from Those Who Went Before Us 

Red Spiral is a short but effective weekend breather from the day-to-day grind, for women 16 
and older.  It is an event crammed with activities, but also time to re-connect with your own spirit, 

with nature and with other women of like mind.   

www.redspiralwomensretreat.webs.com 
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Concerts, Performances and Events 

Auction – Sammy – Join us for another amazing collection of items to be auctioned off! 

Although we normally change charities annually, the economy continues to cause job 

losses and hardship in this area so we will be donating to the Eganville Food Bank for a 

third year. At the request of the Elders, this year we have again agreed to have Raven’s 

Knoll also be a recipient of auction funds. When you pay for your item you may mark 

your money for RK, for our chosen charity, or share the funds between both. The Elders 

were very clear on this request, but we also feel it is important to give back to the local 

community. Donations can be left with Sammy at her booth in Diagon Alley. We will 

also be collecting unopened non-perishable food items at the end of KG which can be 

left in the donation boxes at the Rabbit Hole.  

Bardic Circle: Children's Bardic – ‘The Ferryman’ & Hobbes - If you’re a kid with 

a special talent that you want to show off, this is your chance to hog the spotlight. 

Hosted and judged by the KG Bards, the KG Kids’ Bardic is the place where kids get to 

shine and entertain. The winner of the KG Kids Bardic gets to perform their piece 

in the Adult Bardic on Saturday night! 

Bardic Competition – Jock MacGregor* & Friends – Singing. 

Dancing. Stories. Music. Performance  Art. Good-spirited competi-

tion. This is THE Bardic Circle. (If you still do not know what 

“Bardic” is ask the person standing beside you. If they do not know, 

grab them and go together to find someone who does.) There will be 

a special presentation / performance pre-Bardic, as well as the un-

veiling of the 2012 Stag King and 2012 Huntress.  

Children’s Performance – The children of KG’s Munchkinland 

show off their talents on the beautiful Raven Stage. Come one, come 

all! Let’s celebrate the talents of the new generation. 

Dave Hickey Concert – David Hickey is a unique musician whose mis- sion it 

is to create expansive, improvised and beautiful music, to awaken consciousness, to 

promote peace and to restore balance of the self.  He draws down the vibration and 

rhythm of the spheres using quartz crystal singing bowls (15-20 of them). Each pro-

duces a pure note or tone, the purest there is. You have to hear them to believe it. He 

also plays a vibraphone, santoor and numerous paisteplanet, symphonic and sound crea-

tion gongs. Every gong features a strong fundamental note tuned to represent a natural 

harmonic series based on the orbital properties of the Sun, the Earth, the Moon and the 

other planets. Come experience David’s universe of sound. 

Elders Tea – Christine O’Connor* –Pinkies up! All the elders of our community – 

those 55 and older, or simply those who feel Elder-ish – are invited to partake of comfy 

chairs, companionable chatter, and a nice hot cuppa. 

Eric Mandella Concert – Eric Mandala is a dread-locked maverick musician who lives 

on the road in countries around the world, spending much of his time jamming with the 

Rainbow Family and collaborating with amazing artists he meets (now over 100 art-

ists!).  His focus is to bring sacred styles of art and instrument together for a new fusion 
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All Other Good Stuff 

A Festival for Dionysus pre-ritual meeting – Julian* – This is a voluntary pre-ritual 

meeting to assign roles to volunteers and answer any questions. You do not need to at-

tend this meeting to attend the ritual, however it will help both you and the organizers 

be better prepared to have a great rit.  

AA/NA Meeting – The Friends of Bill W. – Some people have a difficult time with the 

Well of Dionysus, the gold of Aegir's Cauldron, Kvasir's Blood, or the products of 

Faerie Wings. If that describes you, then you are welcome to hang out with us for some 

positive support, on-site temporary sponsorship, or simply get some things off your 

chest. You're not alone. We ask attendees to maintain the trust and anonymity of other 

participants. Come together, and find support for your path in life from a community of 

sober, magic-loving people. A daily time and location has been reserved in the program 

for meetings.  

Bushcraft: How to Commune with Nature and Not Get Dead – Angela Grey* – 
Ever had the urge to strip naked and run screaming into the woods, embracing the 

whole of nature with your very being? Of course you have! But, before you touch those 

shirt buttons, it’s important to know how to take care of yourself while you’re out there. 

Nothing ruins a good mystical experience like falling face-first in the poison ivy patch, 

or being eaten by a bear. Before you venture out into the wild woods come and learn 

some tips and tricks for communing with nature and surviving. 

Cultural Appropriation & Anti-Oppression – Faye Estrella* – How do we respect 

cultures that aren't our own? If we're all connected, isn't it appropriate to merge various 

different paths? When does honouring a tradition become stealing from it? Should our 

politics influence our faith? Can we practice earth-based spirituality without being an 

environmentalist? We'll explore these and other questions at a workshop meant to create 

a dialogue about how we practice as solitaries and as a part of many traditions or a sin-

gle one. 

Gaia Gathering – Sheena* – This is an information session on Canada's National Pa-

gan Conference "Gaia Gathering." We hope to create a networking opportunity for 

members of the Ottawa Pagan Community – both past attendees of Gaia Gathering and 

those who wish to learn more about the experience and opportunities for participating in 

the development of a National Pagan Cultural Presence through Gaia Gathering. Our 

focus will be forming a working group of Ottawa Pagans who promote and fundraise to 

ensure a strong Ottawa presence at Gaia Gathering each year. Those not from Ottawa 

but still interested in Gaia Gathering are nevertheless encouraged to come share ideas to 

bring home to their own community.  

KG 101 – Jason “Eagle Eyes”* – For those new to festivals 

in general or KG in particular, Eagle Eyes will provide a 

review of the basics: who does what, where things are, how 

to avoid sarong wedgies, where to find coffee, the unwritten 

rules of dancing around a fire, how to discourage hugs from 

naked people if you don’t want to be hugged, where the clos-

est grocery/beer/LCBO stores are located, etc. Bring your 
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cussion techniques, learn some deeper drumming theory, figure out variations to a 

rhythm and when/why to vary a rhythm, explore some more “out there” rhythms includ-

ing polyrhythms (layering two or more rhythms on top of each other), and talk about the 

spiritual side of drumming. Bring your own drum. If you don’t have one – ask around. 

Many kind folks will let you borrow their drum or share one for the workshop. Session 

will last an hour and a half. 

Explorations in Time:  Rhythm Theory or The What’s, Why’s and How’s of 

Rhythm – Ja Sonier* – The effect of rhythm on the human mind and spirit is a pro-

found and powerful mystery. This workshop will explore the fascinating world of 

rhythm and its effect on us as drummers and listeners. There is the intellectual compo-

nent:   What does 4/4 time mean?  What are accents?  What is syncopation?  How does 

tempo affect our perception of the rhythm?  There is also the psychological and spiritual 

element: What makes us want to dance when we hear a rhythm?  What’s the best way to 

induce a trance as a drummer or for listeners?  Can intent and emotion be expressed 

through a rhythm? How does drumming manipulate energy?  We will discuss these 

questions and more, and will explore some of them through actual drumming. Bring 

your own drum. If you don’t have one – ask around. Many kind folks will let you bor-

row their drum or share one for the workshop. Session will last an hour and a half. 

Pagan Chants – Katie Gajdacs* – Chanting is a very important element in any Pagan 

tradition. Have fun learning new chants and singing old favourites. Katie will provide a 

book of chants, and participants are welcome to bring their own chants to share. 

Stitch n’ Bitch – Sodayah* – This use of the term originates as 

early as the Second World War. In 1999, Debbie Stoller started a 

Stitch 'n Bitch group in NYC's East Village, which was open to 

anyone who wanted to come to knit along or learn to knit. Like 

Stoller's original group, today's Stitch 'n Bitch clubs are generally 

casual groups of knitters who meet in public spaces such as bars or 

cafes for socializing and sharing knitting or crocheting advice. 

These groups are usually free membership and open to the public, and are listed in a 

directory of worldwide knitting groups that was started by Janish and today is main-

tained by Stoller: Official Home of Stitch 'n Bitch. As of 2010, the site lists over 700 

such groups. The Witches Stitch 'n Bitch is a group run in Toronto that is taking a visit 

to KG this year. So bring your project, something comfy to sit on and your bitching and 

join us. 

The Art of Performance (Bardic or otherwise) – Jock MacGregor* – Jock MacGre-

gor can't make you a performer in an hour, but he can tell you where performance be-

gins, how to cultivate it and what you can hope to accomplish with it. Jock will discuss 

voice, movement, "The Method", Stanislosky, Bertonisky, attitude, beer and the end of 

the world. Sign up for Bardic at 10:00 a.m. in front of the Rabbit Hole, then come join 

Jock for some tips, tricks, and more!  

Christine’s Fest Tip #41 You can compress the diameter of your rolled 

up sleeping bag by running over it with your car.  
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in this multi-cultural world.  His cascading loops of world music entrance, as we dance.  

He sings in Universal Language mixing ancient tongues and ethnic styles of vocals with 

modern sound scat poetry.  Be prepared to be amazed as he mixes this with an intuition 

of the elements drawn from his vagabond lifestyle living under the stars all over the 

Americas, Africa and Asia. 

GLBTQ Meet & Greet – Alex Del Busso*& Community – KG alumni and newcomers 

alike are invited to a GLBTQ meet and greet. This is an opportunity to ask questions 

about the rituals or parade, meet people and generally get yourself into the Fest spirit. 

All are welcome.  

Healers Meet & Greet Tea – Healers from the farthest reaches of Raven’s Knoll are 

invited to share stories and get to know each other better. Whatever your experience has 

been, we can probably relate. Note: We will also "organize" the Healing Ritual. If you 

wish to participate as a healer in the Healing Ritual, and you can't make it to the Meet 

and Greet, please let us know. 

Mead Tasting & Judging – Jordan – Do you make your own mead? If so, drop off a 

bottle or two before the competition to have it entered. Experienced mead tasters will 

judge the meads and the winner will be announced at the Bardic competition Saturday 

night. Bragging rights can be yours! All those in attendance must be over 19.  

Oracle Night – Seers, soothsayers, readers and prognosticators! Tarot, palms, pendu-

lums and tea leaves! You name it, we’ve got it! The largest selection of Mediums any-

where! A night of divination not to be missed! Thursday evening is an opportunity to try 

out different types of oracles, free of charge. These will be quick demo readings to whet 

your appetite. If you like what you hear, make an appointment for a full session later 

with the Oracle of your choice. Many will have ongoing booths in Diagon Alley. All are 

welcome, and all are welcome to donate their time. Anyone offering divinations is 

asked to please attend the pre-oracle evening meeting (see workshops for information). 

You can also talk to Sammy at her booth in Diagon Alley ahead of this for more infor-

mation. (Security note: All campers are asked to be on the lookout for a small Medium 

at large.) 

Pride Parade – Be loud! Be proud! Be fabulous! Join the Fest GLBTQ community for 

the KG 2012 Pride Parade. The parade will follow the GLBTQ ritual and wend its way 

all through Raven’s Knoll, spreading the rainbow spirit to all Fest-goers. Feel free to 

join in as the Parade comes your way! All are welcome!! 

Prosperity Ritual – Craig Walker – It was many moons ago that the first prosperity 

ritual was ever performed at KG. A few men got together and gave a part of their wealth 

so that one would prosper. Using sacred scrying cards and tokens they called upon the 

Goddess Fortuna to choose the prosperous one and name him Her champion. The Pros-

perity Ritual, if you haven’t heard of it in the past, is a charity event run at KG. Every 

year the participants make a donation to the chosen charity and we gather for a fun 

Christine’s Fest Tip #17 A hot rock placed in your sleeping bag will 

keep your feet warm. A hot enchilada works almost as well, but the 

cheese sticks between your toes.  
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friendly game with mirth, merriment and, of course, libations. If you wish to know more 

seek out the rite master Craig Walker and he will gladly tell you the details. Everyone 

over age 18 is welcome to attend.  

Soapbox of the Soothsayers – The Pagan Apocalyptic Preachers – Under the Narnia 

Lampost on Diagon Alley will be a soapbox.  Upon that box shall arise a rambling 

group of Pagan street preachers.  Through them shall manifest 

words of the future, visions of doom, foretellings of apocalypse, 

and the manner of the “transition.”   Are you ready for the arri-

val of the Feathered Serpent?  Are you prepared for the Rag-

narok?  How does one survive the Deluge like Utnap-

ishtim?  Will the eschaton be immanitized or fnord?  Have you 

heard the prophecies of Nostradamus?  Avez-vous entendu les 

prévisions de Nostradamus?  (We rant in both official lan-

guages.)  Be prepared to be harangued and … stepping up to the 

soapbox … to harangue in turn. If no spirit moves you to a ti-

rade, a full text of the “Prophecies of Nostradamus” (en anglais 

et en français) will be available for reading aloud to the sa-

ronged masses.  Let’s get through the whole text during KG! 

Tales & Wails at KG 2012 – JD “Hobbes” Hickey – This concert features a melding 

of minds, music, and myth. Award winning storyteller JD "Hobbes" Hickey of Montreal 

and talented musicians Jennifer Robert & Rikki LaCoste of Wychwood Children will be 

joining forces to create a mythical, musical epic that was recently featured at the Cana-

dian National Pagan Conference, Gaia Gathering in Toronto in May 2012! You do not 

want to miss this unique performance! Special guests include Greg Currie and maybe 

others! 

Wooden Chef KG – Leo the Coffee Guy* – This special challenge 

is limited to six participants. There are six bags on the table and 

numbers are drawn for the order to grab a bag. Inside the bag are 

one ingredient and a slip of paper indicating starter, entrée, or des-

sert. You have one hour to prepare your dish and return for judging.  

 

 

HAIIL AND HORN GATHERING 
June 30 to July 1, 2013 at Raven’s Knoll 

 

Rituals ~ Games ~ Workshops ~ Skald-craft 

A gathering for the modern practice of the religious custom  
of the pre-Christian Scandinavian and Germanic folk 

~ blót ritual to Frigg, inc. the raising of a god-pole idol 

~ ancient foods húsel feast 

~ high sumbel ceremony 

www.ravensknoll.ca or on Facebook as “Hail and Horn Gathering” 
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Workshops: Music and Arts 

Campfire Sing-a-long – Kat Summerbell* – Come sit around the campfire, 

roast a few marshmallows, and sing along with “the best of last year’s sing-a-

longs” all combined in one fabulous evening. Sea shanties, pagan chants, Girl 

Guide songs, Top 40 hits - if it can be sung around a campfire, let’s raise our 

voices and sing it. Bring songbooks, instruments, and your favourite requests. 

Capturing the Divine in Photos – Luna* – Digital cameras have made photographers 

of us all, but are we taking the best photos we can? At festivals, are we as conscious and 

responsible as we need to be? It's easy to get carried away, so let's 'focus' – come to-

gether to share, learn and create community around this art. Come learn how best to 

capture the divine – as well as the silly  - in nature and each other, as well as the guide-

lines for safe shooting at Fest. No equipment needed. If you want to share a favourite 

shot (one per customer, please), email mtl_luna@yahoo.ca or the Canadian Pagan Photo 

Hobbyists page on Facebook.  

DIY Face & Body Paint – Tania* and Long Suffering Assistant – This workshop is 

an opportunity for teens and adults to learn professional face and body painting, or learn 

to apply the skills they already have. Tania and friends will demonstrate techniques for 

fantasy eyes and fusion tribal. Participants can also get help to realize their own ideas 

for a ‘tattoo’-style body paint. In addition to makeup, gems, faerie dust, spirit gum and 

latex will be provided... uber bonfire bling! There is a $5 material charge. This work-

shop will be held at Tania’s vending booth. 

Drumming & Dancing around a Fire: or What You Didn’t Learn at Camp – Alex 

Del Busso* – It’s bonfire time! But hold on... before you start banging away on your 

new djembe or whipping off your sarong for a whirl round the fire, there are a few 

things you need to know. Learn the basic etiquette of the dance circle and the drumming 

line, and pick up a few of the basic popular drum beats. A chance to ask questions and 

learn the ways of the bonfire before you step on someone’s toes – literally.  

Drumming Foundations – Ja Sonier* – A hands-on explora-

tion of the foundations of hand percussion ideal for beginners, 

and for folks with some experience that want a refresher to get 

back into drumming at a fest.  We’ll review basic hand percus-

sion technique and rhythm theory, learn a few basic rhythms 

and discover the strange and wonderful magics of drumming 

with others, including drumming around the nightly fest bon-

fire.  We’ll learn to listen to each other and to the rhythm.  By 

the end of this workshop, you’ll be prepared to join in (or return 

to) the drumming at night and even to start exploring the use of 

a drum in ritual. Bring your own drum. If you don’t have one – 

ask around. Many kind folks will let you borrow their drum or share one for the work-

shop. Session will last an hour and a half. 

Drumming-Going Deeper – Ja Sonier* – So…you’ve been drumming for a while and 

can keep a beat and all, but you want to do more.  Come deepen your relationship with 

your drum and with drumming.  We’ll dive into more precise and extended hand per-
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 Men’s and Women's Circle Dance – Anat* – Divine the mysteries of the circle dance. 

Learn a traditional grapevine step and then dance it as our ancestors would have at im-

portant celebrations of life. Children are welcome but must be accompanied by an 

adult.  

Poi 1 (for Beginners) – Cara – In this class we will introduce poi, the Maori-derived 

performance art of spinning balls on strings in beautiful patterns. The goal is not to have 

you walk away having mastered every move discussed, but rather to build up enough of 

a 'tool box' and working knowledge of poi that you can go off to practice, play, refine, 

dance, and invent on your own. There will be some poi to borrow, some poi available 

for purchase at-cost, or materials to make your own out of a pair of knee socks brought 

from home (your choice!). 

Poi 2 - Beyond the Basics – Cara – For those who can already do butterfly, basic reels 

and turns, we will be discussing where to go next. We will cover poi-fu; transitions be-

tween moves, drills to up your game, and address challenges you may have encountered 

along the way. Bring your poi and your questions! 

Sh*t you need to know for Ragnarök: Axe Skills – Mike* & George* – 
There will be a twilight of the Gods, when they meet their doom. There 

will be an axe age, a sword age, where shields are riven and no person will 

have mercy upon another. In this harsh world at the Ragnarök, harsh skills 

will be required to survive until death can be met with virtue and honour 

… [yadda, yadda, yadda, more epic Viking stuff] … Looking for a fun 

new outdoor activity to test your targeting skills? How about … 

Darts? (Only makes sense in a pub.) Horseshoes?(Boring.) Lawn 

darts? (They aren’t pointy any more.) Throwing axes it is! This is 

not just a sport for lumberjacks and horror movie enthusiasts any-

more. Come learn from Mike and George the finer points of hurl-

ing choppy hunks of metal through the air into a wooden target. 

Ages 16+. (Bring your axes, if you got ‘em.) 

Sh*t you need to know for Ragnarök: Sword Skills – Mike* & 

George* – There will be a twilight of the Gods, when they meet 

their doom. There will be an axe age, a sword age, where shields 

are riven and no person will have mercy upon another. In this 

harsh world at the Ragnarök, harsh skills will be required to sur-

vive until death can be met with virtue and honour … [yadda, 

yadda, yadda, more epic Viking stuff] … The most noble of all 

the martial weapons is the sword. It is a sign and symbol of no-

bility and virtue. Last year this introduction to sword fighting techniques was one of the 

best-attended workshops in KG history and so is returning by popular demand. Ages 

13+. Come prepared for a bit of physical exercise. Bring your practice swords, if you 

got ‘em. 

Yoga – Laurie Waller Benson* – Join Laurie most mornings on the beach for yoga. 

She is going to be there doing her thing, and this wonderful yoga teacher welcomes any-

one to follow along. All skill levels welcome.  
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Bardic 2012 Rules 

 

1. Performers have five (5) minutes, total, to present a piece never per-

formed at KG Bardic before. 

2. Song, story, stand-up, recitation, theatre ... any style is allowed. The 

more “off the book” you are the better, but reading a piece is okay. 

3. You will be judged on Material, Presentation, and Performance. 

4. The Bardic will consist of 18 slots of five (5) minutes each. Registra-

tion will be Saturday morning at The Rabbit Hole at 10:00 a.m. Get 

there on time to try to get on the list.  

5. Bribes are fun! But they certainly do not guarantee a win.  They are 

part of your 5 minutes.  Keep ‘em short.  Be creative!  Jock likes al-

cohol, MA likes chocolate (and puppies), and Auz likes smoked fish, 

pickled fish, salted fish, canned fish, and beer. The Judges don’t ex-

pect a three course meal, but one year they got one. It’s part of the 

pageantry and show. And there is a best bribe category!  

6. Be Prepared. Be Sharp. Have all you need ready to go. Get up! Tell 

us who you are. Bribe. Tell us what you are going to do.  Perform. 

Accept accolades. Get off. No humming, no tuning, having or wast-

ing valuable Bardic time that we could have sold to Facebook for an 

exorbitant amount for a cheap ad. 

7. The Bardic is a community event, so performers should remember 

that there are children in the audience. You don’t have to be lily 

white, but avoid swamp green. If a performance is beyond the pale, a 

large loud man in a kilt will get you to stop. 

8. The MC runs the Bardic. His decisions on all things are final.  The 

MC is Jock MacGregor. (Both Odin and Hecate were consulted in the 

creation of this rule.) 

9. The Judges are the power under the kilt.  Their decisions are unques-

tionable and their whims are as life to us mere mortals.   You’ve been 

told.   

Above all ... Have fun! 
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Workshops: Prophecy 

A Fool’s Journey– Pamela Fletcher* –The Tarot has so many uses: as a divination 

tool, a magical tool to create energy, and a way to explore self-awareness. Traditional 

tarot decks have 78 cards and trying to memorize all their meanings can seem daunting, 

especially when those meanings change depending on where they fall within a reading 

or what other cards surround it. It does not have to be a difficult as it may seem, you just 

have to learn to trust in yourself. Pam will present her take on how to read the tarot us-

ing your own innate intuition without having to check the book while muttering “What 

does that card mean again?” Also, she will help you explore the idea of living the tarot 

so you can truly understand what the cards are teaching on our own journey through 

life.  

Astrology – Helene Arts* – Astrology: a glimpse into the 

unified universe. 

Basics of (western) astrology – Helene Arts* – All 

things in the cosmos are related. Learn the basics of divi-

nation using the Western traditions of astrology that have 

developed over the past 2000 years: interpreting the influ-

ences of the sun, moon, planets and constellations. 

Astrology and 2012 – Helene Arts* – For millennia hu-

mans have looked to the cosmos to divine their fates. Dif-

ferent cultures have evolved diverse traditions - Western, 

Hindu, Hermetic - for reading the heavens. What do these 

various schools of astrology have to say about the 2012 

phenomena? 

Building a Personal Divination System – Juniper* – This workshop will help you 

create a personalized divination system - something as unique as you are. Learn to adapt 

other systems to suit your needs, or start from scratch. Juniper’s system is made up of 

found and collected objects, each with its own story. She will discuss its creation and 

how she is constantly learning from it and adapting it to suit her practice as a Hedge-

witch. We will see different methods of casting and reading a collection set from single 

drawing to tarot layouts, and even using a tambourine! We will look at personalizing the 

casting cloth as well. Have your own unique divination system already? Please bring it 

and show it off! 

Dice Divination 101 – RisingPheonix* – Learn divination with dice. You will need to 

bring either 12 regular six-sided dice (in 6 colours) OR five ten-sided dice, all in differ-

ent colours, PLUS one 12-sided die. If you do not have dice, you can still join in and 

learn about this form of divination. You will need a paper and pen for notes. This work-

shop will have you well on your way to be a dice divinatory prodigy! 

Faery Shamanism – Meri Fowler* –This workshop we will explore the Sith (the Shin-

ing Ones who inhabit the Sidhe(Faery Mounds) and the realm of Faery. Using Sha-

manic techniques and trance work we will explore our relationship with the magickal 

realm that is one step of reality next to ours and give techniques for developing Second 

Sight and the ability to see and work with Faery.  
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Sex Magic and the Tantra – Ethan and Kaitlyn Kincaid* – Back by popular demand, 

we will discuss the basics of sex magic with a focus on the Tantra. It is a practical class 

with emphasis on how to conjure and use sex magic, the possible applications of erotic 

energy, and other related topics. This is a non-touching, 18+ event. Participants will not 

be required to do anything they find uncomfortable. (Staff note: No touchy!) 

Sex Magic Discussion Group – Ethan &Kaitlyn Kincaid* – Beyond the practical how-

to’s of sex magic is a world of questions. Why use sex magic? What are the ethics of 

sex magic? Relationships? Consent? Possible abuses? No one practitioner has all the 

answers. In this discussion we’ll put our heads together and seek answers to questions 

that are beyond the scope of Sex Magic 101. This is a non-touching, 18+ event. Partici-

pants will not be required to do anything they find uncomfortable. 

Spirit Suppers: Meeting the Handmaidens of Frigga – Linda Demissy* – There are 

many ways to get to know the Gods and enjoy their company, but the simplest one is to 

invite them over for supper. There aren’t any strange rites beyond being a good host; 

just serve them good food and drink and pay attention. This is the hospitality we prac-

tice, and every month we listen to one of the ladies that serve Frigga. Join us in explor-

ing various ways these suppers are done, and share in the stories each of these god-

desses has to tell. Their adventures are far more interesting and relevant to our lives 

than one might think. 

Spirit Work Panel – Faye Estrella*, Juniper Jeni* & Linda Demissy* – A priestess 

serves a community as well as the Gods. A medium talks to spirits to get answers for 

people. A magician uses spells and spirits to solve problems. A spirit worker is a bit of 

all of these. They serve the spirits and talk to them, feed them and ask for their help, 

learn from them and use that knowledge and power to aid their community. But how 

does that work exactly? Which spirits do these practitioners work for? What does it 

mean to work for the spirits and have the spirits work for you? Shamanism, Hoodoo, 

Hedgewitchery and Seiðr practices are very different. Or are they?  

Workshops: Sports and Dance 

Archery – Helmut* – It’s amazing how some wood, string, feathers, 

and (since it’s the 21st century now) fiberglass can be so dangerous 

at 100 paces away! Join Helmut the Many-Talented Blacksmith for 

some target shooting and perhaps a little friendly competition. Every-

one must come entirely sober, ready to take responsibility for safety 

of those around them at the event. All children - participants or ob-

servers - must be accompanied by an adult. 

BellyDance 101 – Anat* – The shimmying continues! We will cover posture, stance 

and the signature belly dance moves, and begin to learn how to layer them. Bring your 

hip scarves and get ready to drill! 

Camping Boot Camp – Allison* – Have you ever wanted to experience a boot camp or 

are you just in need of your scheduled gym time? KG's “Biggest Loser” will be holding 

an hour long cardio/strength training boot camp every morning at 10:00 a.m. The camp 

is suitable for all fitness levels and all exercises can be modified. Bring a towel, your 

running shoes, water and a sense of humour for this non-judgemental, action-packed 

hour! 
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Heathenry 101 – Erik Lacharity* – Come learn what makes the heathen heart tick and 

the heathen mind ponder. Learn the basics of what it means to be a heathen: beliefs, 

practices and worldview. There is more to worshiping Germanic gods than meets the 

eye. Taboos and protocols help delineate the place of man and holy power. What are 

some of the different ‘denominations’ within the larger modern heathen movement? 

Learn about symbel and blot as well as other forms of ritual practice. Finally, heathenry 

is the ‘religion with homework’ so a comprehensive list of starter books will be shared 

as well as tricks and tips in study. 

Hedgewitchery – Juniper* – Hedgewitchery is a sha-

manic path in the tradition of the wise woman, völva, 

cunning man, folk healer and more. This workshop will 

look at the history of the word and how it came to be 

used today. What differentiates a Hedgewitch from 

other Witches? Is a Hedgewitch also a Pagan, and can 

he be a Heathen or have no religion at all? What does a 

Hedgewitch do and how? We will discuss common 

working tools, ritual styles, world views, and cosmolo-

gies. Juniper will ‘show and tell’ some of her own tools 

and practices and encourage other Hedgewitches to do 

so as well.  

Herb Walk – Laurie Waller Benson* – Once again, Laurie will take you on a walk 

around Raven’s Knoll to discover the language of the land through plants. Laurie has 

permission to harvest as she goes, but please check with her before doing so yourself.  

Intermediate Energy Work – Steph & Tracy –Explore more advanced forms of en-

ergy work, to manifest changes in yourself and your environment. Please attend “Basic 

Grounding, Centering and Shielding” prior to this workshop. It is requested that no food 

be consumed one hour before the workshop. 

Learning to Meditate – Jason “Eagle Eyes”* – What good is going to a guided medi-

tation if you can't meditate? Come join us to try out various techniques for meditation 

and relaxation and find what works for you. Remember, breathing is key. 

Playing with Energy – Brandy Rose* – Experience the energy we all have within. Us-

ing the principles of Reiki and Qigong, experience how our energies can effect our-

selves and others in a positive way. All you need is your wonderful self to participate. 

Please visit Brandy in Diagon Alley for your one-on-one Intuitive Reiki Treatment & 

specialized daily practice designed for you.   

Self-Healing Meditation – RisingPheonix* – This is not meditation per se; it is more a 

voyage through your body, bringing healing energies where you need it. We do it un-

consciously and unknowingly all of the time by rubbing a tender spot. Come and learn 

the how and the why of self-healing and why you do certain gestures instinctively. 

Bring blanket or pillows so you can be comfortably seated, and get ready for an eye-

opening experience. 
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Fire Scrying – T. Scarlet Jory* – Learn how to create a safe fire within your cauldron 

for the purpose of magic, ritual, and scrying. Engage in a fire scrying experience! 

Greek Coffee Readings – Lou – Come take a look in the cup with Lou as she explores 

intuitive Greek coffee cup readings. While working in a small romantic family owned 

Greek restaurant, Lou learned how to read the grounds and would periodically entertain 

customers with a tip of the cup. The drained tiny cups are turned over, showing patterns 

in the leftover grains that often give advice to the drinker. A background in symbolism, 

tarot, or intuition work can help with learning to read the cups. 

Intuition and Prophecy: Creating your own Pendulum – Caroline Denby* – Some 

of the skills of prophecy are recognizing, attuning to and trusting your own intuition. 

Sometimes we need a tool to help us understand the messages of our own subconscious, 

unconscious and Higher Self. A pendulum can be a perfect tool for this task. In this 

workshop, you will learn about muscle testing, experience being a “human pendulum”, 

and become aware of your own subconscious “emotion code”. You will create your 

own personal pendulum to access your own wisdom and intuition in any situation. Wire 

and crystals included.  

Long-Term Weather Prediction – RisingPheonix* – Come and learn the signs in na-

ture that can tell you what kind of overall weather you should look for during the next 

season. Learn the best time to look for the signs and how to keep a journal for your 

weather predictions. We will include a few farmers’ tricks as well as Elders’ lore and 

superstitions surrounding weather. 

Lucid Dreaming – Tam – I will share some of my experiences in lucid dreaming and 

dreamwalking. I'll present some tips for lucid dreaming and nightmare control, how to 

use the weird logic of the dreams, what the different places in the dreams look like and 

feel like and the critters that can be found there. 

Oracle Card Making – Myfanwe* – This workshop is a show and tell of my handmade 

personalized divination images using mostly collage and mixed media. Myfanwe will 

bring enough information and sample materials to get you started. Anyone making their 

own cards or other divination tools is very welcome to join Myfanwe and show your 

work (whether or not intended for commercial use).  

Oracle Night Pre-Meeting – All those interested in 

showcasing their divination talents at KG’s Oracle Night 

are asked to attend a meeting that day. Sammy will find 

out what you need (table, chairs, etc.) and ensure you 

have a location and signage. Everyone with divination 

skills is welcome. We ask only that you offer your gifts 

freely (and if possible keep your individual sessions 

short) so KG guests can experience a variety of different 

divination styles. Those with booths are welcome to 

provide cards or information about your for-pay ser-

vices. Oracle Night is great way to advertise to people 

and help your community. Please note you can also see 

Sammy at her booth on Diagon Alley if you have ques-

tions ahead of time. 
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Oracles Dreams and Prophecy in Ancient Egypt – Anat* – We will 

explore the Ancient Egyptian definition of prophecy and discuss 

dream and oracle divination as evidenced in Ancient Egyptian litera-

ture: the Prophecy of Neferti, dream oracle interpretation, the Calen-

dar of lucky and unlucky days, the Opet Festival and how the common 

man received divine messages. The workshop will end with a practical 

exercise in Shrine interaction and the recitation of an Ancient Babylo-

nian Prophecy story. 

Reading Runes – NYX* – This workshop will teach you about runes and how to read 

them. In addition to learning the techniques of divination and how to read the runes, you 

can make your own set on the cheap. There is an optional $5 material fee for those who 

wish to make a personal set of runes and purchase the information packet. Suitable for 

children, with parental helpers. 

The I Ching/ Book of Wisdom – Anne Cheng* – The I Ching is an ancient Chinese 

divination system that is very accurate. It is based on the interaction of eight trigrams 

making a total of 64 possible outcomes. Some people call it the first computer but it is 

much more than that - it is a blueprint for the universe. In this workshop, we will con-

sult it together to divine answers to your questions.  

The Prophecy of our Past – Mark* – Gain a basic understanding of how events in our 

past impact our actions and choices in the present. Topics will include: emotions and 

their effect on long-term memories, the important role memories play in shaping our 

future, how our subconscious uses memories to influence our behaviour, and how we 

can take back control and design our own future. Some hypnosis may be involved for 

those who would like to participate. Individuals are welcome to follow up during the 

rest of the festival, and spontaneous workshops may occur if there is interest. 

The Tools and Sacred Means of Divination in the North American Voodoo Tradi-

tion – Witchdoctor Utu – Witchdoctor Utu of the Niagara Voodoo Shrine will show 

and demonstrate the various ways used by the voodoo tradition to communicate with the 

realm of spirit.  

The Völva Speaks – JadePichette* – We'll be talking about how prophesy plays a ma-

jor role in Norse and Germanic Cosmology in particular with regards to Ragnarok. How 

did the ancients view prophecy and were even the Aesir doomed by it?  

(Staff note: That’s Völva, not Volvo. If your Volvo speaks to you, see a doctor.) 

Walking the Hedge: A look at Hedgecrossing – Juniper* – Hedgecrossing is a kind 

of shamanic journey, a trance-work and an ecstatic rite. A variety of techniques and 

styles will be discussed, as well as how to find what will work best for you. What does 

trance feel like? How does one differentiate between a meditative state and an actual 

visit to the Underworld? What happens when you Cross? What is it like on the “other 

side”? We will look at different metaphors for that which separates this world from the 

Christine’s Fest Tip #31 You can duplicate the warmth of a down-

filled bedroll by climbing into a plastic garbage bag with several geese.  
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and religious teachings and adopted what resonates for her. Through discussion you will 

see the richness and beauty in more than one magical and spiritual practice and how all 

can be incorporated into one path.  

Foi d’antan, foi d’habitant – Erik Lacharity* – C’est le temps de 

retourner vers nos aïeux et de redécouvrirent les coutumes et traditions 

populaires qui dictaient leurs vie quotidiens. Nos ancêtres étaient ce 

quel’on n’appelle des habitants, ce qui désignait un paysan de la nou-

velle-France. Mais plutôt, un habitant était un home ou une femme qui 

vivait en proche relation avec la terre et les esprits qui hantaient l’Au-

delà et affectaient le firmament. Il connaissait bien le Bonyieux et 

l`Yâbe puis les lutins ainsi que les feux-follets et plusieurs autres croy-

ances provenant d’un mélange des cultures gallo-germains et christianisme populaire de 

la France. Allons, laissons-nous se faire emporter par les vielles façons. À travers de ce 

`workshop` plusieurs sujets reliées aux traditions magiques, lunaisons, esprit, dieux et 

les divers elements païens qui ont survécu le christianisme pour en faire une tradition 

unique et natif. (Workshop francophone/bilingue). 

Get your Pagan Sh*t Together: Walking the Path of the Ancient Stoics – Michel 

Daw – Being Stoic doesn't mean what you think it means. Stoicism, as the ancient pa-

gan philosophers taught it, is the study and practice of living a complete life based on 

reason and relationship, one where we explore and express our best selves, where we 

challenge the status quo and flourish to the best of our abilities in all places and circum-

stances. It is about practices and principles that put the Virtues that we merely talk 

about into real, concrete action. Stoics reach for personal excellence in all the domains 

of our lives, privately and publicly, to benefit ourselves and our communities. Come 

and see what dozens of your fellow festers already know: you can live a better life 

through Stoicism.  

Grounding, Centering and Shielding for Beginners – Steph & Tracy – This is a 

workshop for beginners in the Craft, those who are new to festivals or group energies. 

Learn the basics of grounding, centering and shielding to keep on an even keel in the 

sometime chaotic atmosphere of large events or workings. 

Heathen Virtues to Live By – Rick Lutes* – Adherents of Norse and Germanic Pagan-

ism, called Asatru or Heathenry, seek to live their lives by an ancient, virtue-based ethi-

cal code.  It is not a proscriptive ethical system of soul-destroying, guilt-devouring “do 

nots”, or a facile path of flowing with the wind or falling into the trap of one’s own ego.  

Sometimes codified as ‘the Nine Noble Virtues’ or ‘the Thews,’ these ideals and princi-

ples did and do have value in forging positive lives and functioning communities, and 

establishing links between gods and humankind – as much today as in pre-Christian 

Northlands.  Come join Rick in discussing how to understand and live the virtues of: 

Courage, Truth, Honour, Fidelity, Discipline, Hospitality, Self-reliance, Industriousness, 

and Perseverance. 

 Christine’s Fest Tip 

#33 A two-man pup tent 

does not include two 

men or a pup.  
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Workshops: Kids’ Stuff 

Children's Chakra Workshop – Brandy Rose* – Children are amazing and sensitive 

beings who are also able to do Reiki. This workshop will teach your child where the 

Chakras are and what they represent. *Please bring a NON-favourite stuffed animal we 

can glue Chakras to.* A $2 donation is requested to cover materials. Brandy will also be 

in Diagon Alley—stop by for a visit or treatment. 

Paint Yourself Silly! – Tania* and Long Suffering Assistant – A kids DIY face paint 

‘work’ shop. This is an hour of painting fun & chaos. Kids get to use super safe and 

washable face paints, and lots of brushes, sponges, stamps and glitter to paint them-

selves and each other. All ages are welcome though we ask that very young children 

come with a caregiver. This workshop will be offered from Sunday to Wednesday after 

the close of the daily kids’ program, with space for up to 30 kids each day. There is a $5 

material charge. 

Story Telling for Children – Caycee* – The concept is loosely based on “Spirit Play”, 

a teaching method used by the Unitarian Universalists. The idea is to tell stories to chil-

dren with a question period at the end. Stories will be based on common Pagan stories 

such as mythology or common Pagan values (such as care for the environment). This 

workshop encourages self-initiated thought processes in kids about 

why Pagans might do certain things certain ways. Failing that, it's 

just a short, entertaining story. All are welcome, although children 

12 and younger are more likely to enjoy the stories than older chil-

dren. This 30-minute story-telling session is offered daily at 10:00 

a.m. before Munchkinland gears up for the day. (On Monday, 

Munchinland is closed, but Caycee will be doing her stories in the 

Rookery Grove.) 

 

Workshops: Spiritual paths and practices con’t 

East of the Sun, West of the Moon (Part 2) – Lucie DuFresne* – Continuing from 

the previous workshop, we will learn about finding allies: what are they, what can they 

do, what is the proper relationship to have with them, and maintaining a beneficial rela-

tionship with one's ally(ies).  

East of the Sun, West of the Moon (Part 3) – Lucie DuFresne* –  In this third and 

final workshop, we will explore the universe according to shamanism, journeying and 

problem solving, staying healthy on the journey, maintaining a stable home base, and 

the limits of the possible. This is a hands-on workshop. Again, bring a rattle if you have 

one. Some rattles will be provided.  

Eclectic Paganism – The Path for those who love everything – Pamela Fletcher* –

Eclectic paganism is a term that has been given to those of us who seemingly just can-

not make up our minds. Eclectic paganism is an opportunity to select the best elements 

of a variety of philosophies that work for the individual. It is a spiritual path that leads 

you down many roads all at the same time. Pam will share her experiences on how she 

became Eclectic and how she has studied and learnt from various groups, individuals 
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next, the physical realm from the spiritual, and the symbols for that which connects the 

worlds such as the World Tree and the Crossroads. Feel free to bring your drum or rat-

tle, book suggestions, stories, questions and experiences you wish to share. 

Why NOT to do Divination! – Michel Daw –The ancient Stoics were big fans of divi-

nation. They believed that through divination, one could glimpse the interconnectedness 

of the universe and actually hear the voices of the Gods as they spoke to us regarding 

secret things. For Stoics, divination, whatever the means, was one of the methods for 

connecting with the Divine, all within the context of their rational worldview. But they 

were also very specific about when you should and should most definitely NOT use 

divination. Come and hear when and why divination is not all that it is cracked up to be, 

Stoic style. (Staff note: Our tea leaves told us you’d say that.) 

Workshops: Spiritual paths and practices 

Anito Workshop – Faye Estrella* – “Anito” is a collective name for the belief 

system that existed before Spanish and Christian colonization in the islands now colo-

nially known as the Philippines. This workshop explains and explores this animist way 

(as currently lived by the indigenous tribes and historically recorded in pre-colonial 

texts), attempting to reconstruct and adapt it to an urban, modern setting. 

Crystal Gridding: Connecting with the Magic and Mystery of Our Mother Earth, 

the Universe and Beyond 2012 – Caroline Denby* – Explore the magic of gridding 

space with sacred intention and group energy. We will discuss different aspects of grid-

ding, including choosing space, defining purpose, Sacred Geometries and the materials 

of gridding. As we set our individual and group intention, we create a sacred grid to 

connect with the mystery, magic and grace of Mother Earth, the Universe and all Be-

ings. When our grid is complete, we experience it through meditation and silence as we 

activate our energy bodies and explore this Divine space. Crystals will be provided. 

Bring any items you would like to add to the grid (you can reclaim them afterwards).  

Crystal Sphere Massage for Everyone – Caroline Denby* – Explore Crystal Sphere 

Massage! Whether you are travelling alone or with a partner, Crystal Sphere Massage 

will revitalize and re-energize you after a day of exploration and experiences. You will 

be guided through a full-body massage using a crystal sphere and/or wand. The 

“massage therapist” will explore the landscape of the fully-clothed physical body while 

the person receiving the massage will experience relaxation and rest through the appli-

cation of the sphere. Each crystal sphere will result in a unique voyage as the crystal 

supports the energy of the massage for both participants. Everyone is welcome and no 

experience is necessary. Bring something to lie upon (sarong, towel, air mattress, etc.) 

Crystal spheres will be supplied (and may be purchased after the event). 

East of the Sun, West of the Moon (Part 1) – LucieDuFresne* –  We’ll start with the 

basic techniques of shamanic trance work, connecting to the web of life, opening up to 

the voices around us, and learning to listen. This is a hands-on workshop. Bring a rattle 

if you have one. Some rattles will be provided. 

Workshops descriptions continued on page  32 
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  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland Horseshoe Pit 

10:30       Munchkin’s Meet & Greet  

11:00       Munchkinland Opening Rit  

11:30      
Opening Ritual  
@ Raven Field 

  

1:00       Palmistry Hand Banner   

2:00 Elder’s Tea Circle Dancing 
Paint Yourself 
Silly 

KG 101    Basics of Astrology 

3:30  Healers Meet & Greet Heathenry 101 Fool’s Journey Drumming & Dancing    

5:00  Learning Runes 
Stop  Smoking w/ 
Hypnosis 

Capturing the Divine Bushcraft   
Grounding and 
Shielding 

8:00 
David Hickey 

Concert 
       

9:00     Oracular Seith Rite     

9:30 –ish       
Fire Lighting Ritual  

@  Drumming Fire 
 

Thursday (Thor’s Day), August 2 

Wednesday (Woden’s Day), August 1 

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland Horseshoe Pit 

10:00 Trials of Artemis 
Crystal Sphere 
Massage 

 Pendulum Basics Men’s Warrior Circle    

10:30       Treasure Hunt  

11:30 
Prophesies of our 
Past 

Heathen Virtues 
Lughnasaadh  
Pre-rit meeting 

Pagan Chants   Dream Pillows 
Stop  Smoking w/ 
Hypnosis 

1:00   Paint Yourself Silly      

2:00 Astrology Spirit Suppers Stitch n’ Bitch Safer Sex 
En français, s’il vous 

plait! Ritual 
   

3:30 Dice Divination 
Cultural  
Appropriation 

Lucid Dreaming 
Intermediate Energy 
Work 

Children’s Warrior 
Circle 

Poi 101 @Beach 

Sacred Places of Raven’s 

Knoll - meet @ Rookery 

  

5:00 
Oracle Night  

Pre-meeting 
Gaia Gathering  Learn to Meditate 

Drumming  

Foundations 

GLBTQ Meet & Greet 

@ Alex’s trailer 

Mechanized Linear Warrior’s 
Circle @Diagon Alley 

AA / NA— 

Friends of Bill W 
 

7:00 Oracle Night     Mead Contest @ Staff Camp   

9:00    Rites of Passage (girls)  Lughnasaadh @ pond   

Schedule 
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Friday 
  

10:00 a.m. Storytelling with Caycee Munchkinland 

10:30 a.m. Mayan Pocket Dolls Munchkinland 

11:30 a.m. Dowsing with Pendulums (Adults Welcome) Munchkinland 

1:00 p.m. Paint Yourself Silly with Tania Rookery Annex 

3:30 p.m. Children’s Bardic Workshop with Doug Stage 

4:30 p.m. Meet to Carry the Banner and dress for the  

Pride Parade  
Rookery Grove 

5:00 p.m. Pride Parade Meet at Rookery 

After  

concert 
Sing-a-long with Kat the Pirate Queen Hearth Fire 

Saturday 
  

10:00 a.m. Storytelling with Caycee Munchkinland 

10:00 a.m. Archery with Helmut Archery Field 

10:30 a.m. Feathered Serpent Collages  Munchkinland 

11:30 a.m. Song and Drumming Practice Stage 

1:00 p.m. Paint Yourself Silly with Tania Rookery Annex 

3:30 p.m. Tales & Wails at KG 2012 with Hobbes Stage 

5:00 p.m. Children’s Bardic with Hobbes & Doug Stage 

Sunday 
  

10:00 a.m. Storytelling with Caycee Munchkinland 

10:30 a.m. Build the Mayan Temple Munchkinland 

11:30 a.m. Practice Songs and Drumming Stage 

12:30 p.m. Event: Children’s Performance: SHOWTIME! Stage 

1:00 p.m. Take all crafts and costumes home, and help with 

cleanup, please! 
Munchkinland 

2:00 p.m. Paint Yourself Silly with Tania Rookery Annex 

Monday 
  
10:00 a.m. Storytelling with Caycee Rookery Grove 

11:30 a.m. Children’s Chakra with Brandy Rose Rookery Grove 

See following page for some kids’ workshop descriptions. 
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“Prophesy” at K. G. 2012’s “Munchkinland” 

Programming at the Munchkinland Cabin usually runs from 10:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m. with 

a few afternoon workshops. Every morning there will be hidden blocks of a certain col-

our to hunt for to create our Mayan Temple - Treasure Hunters can look for these in the 

morning and bring them with them at 10:00 a.m. opening.  

Again we will be working on a performance, this year with Song and Rhythm, making 

our own instruments. We will practice every morning and some afternoons. 

If the door has a “Closed” sign on it and the lights are out, please don’t come in - this 

area is not to be used other than for programmed workshops.  

Adults are welcome at any of the craft workshops and must accompany children under 5 

years of age. The schedule below includes the official Munchkinland program, as well 

as other workshops and events that would appeal to younger audiences.   

Many babysitters who are “graduates” of Munchkinland are available to help your 

young ones if you need to present a workshop or vend, at the rate of $5.00 an hour. You 

can inquire as to who is available, but this is not a service offered by KG or Raven’s 

Knoll; it is strictly a private arrangement.  

Please remember the Kids’ Program is not a daycare. Children must be accompanied. 

Staff note: unaccompanied children will be fed espresso beans and given a puppy.   

Wednesday 
  

10:00 a.m. Storytelling with Caycee Munchkinland 

10:30 a.m. “Meet & Greet”, name tags with Astrology designs. Munchkinland 

11:00 a.m. Opening of Munchkinland Munchkinland 

1:00 p.m. Create a Palmistry Hand Print Banner  

for Munchkinland 
Munchkinland 

2:00 p.m. Paint Yourself Silly with Tania Rookery Annex 

5:00 p.m. Learning Runes with NYX Rookery Grove 

Thursday 
  

10:00 a.m. Storytelling with Caycee Munchkinland 

10:30 a.m. Hunt for Treasure of the Mayan Temple,  

Start Drums and Shakers 
Munchkinland 

11:30 a.m. Dream Pillows with Sacred Herbs for Prophecy  

(Adults Welcome) 
Munchkinland 

1:00 p.m. Paint Yourself Silly with Tania Rookery Annex 

3:30 p.m. Children’s Warrior Circle with Doug Birch Grove 

3:30 p.m. Sacred Places of Raven’s Knoll (walking tour) with Auz Meet at Rookery 

9:00 p.m. Rites of Passage (girls) with Scarlet Stage 
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Stuff that happens every day: 
9:00 a.m. Yoga ..........................................................................  Beach 

10:00 a.m.  Oracular Shrine  ......................................................... Diagon Alley  
10:00 a.m.  Storytelling ................................................................ Munchkinland 

10:00 a.m.  Camp Boot Camp ...................................................... Beach 

All day Soapbox of the Soothsayers ....................................... Diagon Alley 
9:30-ish Drum Circle & Dancing ............................................. Drumming Fire 

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland Horseshoe Pit 

10:30       Munchkin’s Meet & Greet  

11:00       Munchkinland Opening Rit  

11:30      
Opening Ritual  
@ Raven Field 

  

1:00       Palmistry Hand Banner   

2:00 Elder’s Tea Circle Dancing 
Paint Yourself 
Silly 

KG 101    Basics of Astrology 

3:30  Healers Meet & Greet Heathenry 101 Fool’s Journey Drumming & Dancing    

5:00  Learning Runes 
Stop  Smoking w/ 
Hypnosis 

Capturing the Divine Bushcraft   
Grounding and 
Shielding 

8:00 
David Hickey 

Concert 
       

9:00     Oracular Seith Rite     

9:30 –ish       
Fire Lighting Ritual  

@  Drumming Fire 
 

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland Horseshoe Pit 

10:00 Trials of Artemis 
Crystal Sphere 
Massage 

 Pendulum Basics Men’s Warrior Circle    

10:30       Treasure Hunt  

11:30 
Prophesies of our 
Past 

Heathen Virtues 
Lughnasaadh  
Pre-rit meeting 

Pagan Chants   Dream Pillows 
Stop  Smoking w/ 
Hypnosis 

1:00   Paint Yourself Silly      

2:00 Astrology Spirit Suppers Stitch n’ Bitch Safer Sex 
En français, s’il vous 

plait! Ritual 
   

3:30 Dice Divination 
Cultural  
Appropriation 

Lucid Dreaming 
Intermediate Energy 
Work 

Children’s Warrior 
Circle 

Poi 101 @Beach 

Sacred Places of Raven’s 

Knoll - meet @ Rookery 

  

5:00 
Oracle Night  

Pre-meeting 
Gaia Gathering  Learn to Meditate 

Drumming  

Foundations 

GLBTQ Meet & Greet 

@ Alex’s trailer 

Mechanized Linear Warrior’s 
Circle @Diagon Alley 

AA / NA— 

Friends of Bill W 
 

7:00 Oracle Night     Mead Contest @ Staff Camp   

9:00    Rites of Passage (girls)  Lughnasaadh @ pond   
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Friday (Frigg’s Day), August 3 

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland Horseshoe Pit 

10:00 Playing with Energy   Self-Healing Meditation 
Women’s Warrior 
Circle 

Stag King—meet @ B each   

10:30       
Mayan Pocket 
Dolls 

 

11:30 Oracle Card Making Bellydance Dionysus Pre-meeting Anito   
Dowsing with 

Pendulums 

Stop  Smoking 

w/ Hypnosis 

1:00   Paint Yourself Silly      

2:00 
East of the Sun,  

Part 1 
Fire Scrying DIY Body Painting Tarot Talk Healing Ritual    

3:30 
Intuition and  
Prophesy 

Foi d’antan Drum Explorations 
Children’s Bardic 
Workshop 

GLBTQ  Ritual    

5:00 I Ching   KG 101  
Pride Parade—meet @ Rookery 
Axe throwing @ Archery Field 

Poi 2 Beyond Basics @ Beach 

  

7:00    Eric Mandala Concert     

9:00      
Dionysus Ritual @ Pond 
Women’s Energy Ritual @ Beach 

  

After Concert       Sing-a-long @ Hearth Fire  

Saturday (Saturn’s Day), August 4 

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex Horseshoe Pit 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland 

10:00 Faery Shamanism   
Stop  Smoking 

w/ Hypnosis 
  

Men’s Energy Ritual— 

meet @ Rookery 

Archery @ Archery Field 

 

10:30      Art of Performance  Feathered Serpents 

11:30 Spirit Work Panel Eclectic Paganism Massage Essentials 
Astrology & 
2012 

Kids song & dance 
practice 

   

1:00   Paint Yourself Silly      

2:00       Main Ritual @ Raven Field  

3:30 
What I Did On My 

Vacation 

Building Personal 

Divination 
  

Tails and Wails 

Concert 

Drumming 

(Deeper) 

Herb Walk—meet @ Rookery 

Mechanized Linear Warrior Circle 

@ Diagon Alley 

 

5:00 
East of the Sun, 

Part 2 
Sex Magic Rune Readings  Children’s Bardic  

Sword Fighting Workshop  

@ Beach 

AA / NA— 

Friends of Bill W 

8:30-ish       
Bardic Competition  

@ Drumming Fire 
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  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland Horseshoe Pit 

10:00 
Why NOT to do  

Divination 

Long-term Weather 

Prediction 

The “Need Fire” 

History 
Cairn Walk Ritual for Men     

10:30       
Building the Mayan 

Temple 
 

11:30 
Oracles in Ancient 

Egypt 
Crystal Gridding Occupy with Magick Kids’ Song Practice Mixed Warrior Circle   

Stop  Smoking 

w/ Hypnosis  

12:30    Children’s Performance     

1:00   Paint Yourself Silly    Clean up!  

2:00 Divination & Voodoo 
Get Your Pagan Sh*t 
Together (Stoicism) 

Polyamoury 101  Isis Ritual    

3:30 
There Can Be Only One 
(Monogamy) 

Walking the Hedge  

Charity Auction & 

Hand in your Trivia  

Game Cards 

Third Gender Ritual    

5:00 East of the Sun, Part 3 
Sex Magic Discus-

sion 
The Völva Speaks   

Wooden Chef @ 

Diagon Alley 

AA / NA— 

Friends of Bill W 
 

7:00    
Dragon Ritual Drummers 

Concert 
  Prosperity Ritual  

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex Horseshoe Pit 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland 

10:00  Children’s Stories       

11:30 Hedge Witchery Children’s Chakra   
Penny Pinching for 

Pagans 
  

AA / NA— 

Friends of Bill W 

2:00       Closing Ritual @ Raven Field  
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Sunday (The Sun’s Day), August 5 

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland Horseshoe Pit 

10:00 
Why NOT to do  

Divination 

Long-term Weather 

Prediction 

The “Need Fire” 

History 
Cairn Walk Ritual for Men     

10:30       
Building the Mayan 

Temple 
 

11:30 
Oracles in Ancient 

Egypt 
Crystal Gridding Occupy with Magick Kids’ Song Practice Mixed Warrior Circle   

Stop  Smoking 

w/ Hypnosis  

12:30    Children’s Performance     

1:00   Paint Yourself Silly    Clean up!  

2:00 Divination & Voodoo 
Get Your Pagan Sh*t 
Together (Stoicism) 

Polyamoury 101  Isis Ritual    

3:30 
There Can Be Only One 
(Monogamy) 

Walking the Hedge  

Charity Auction & 

Hand in your Trivia  

Game Cards 

Third Gender Ritual    

5:00 East of the Sun, Part 3 
Sex Magic Discus-

sion 
The Völva Speaks   

Wooden Chef @ 

Diagon Alley 

AA / NA— 

Friends of Bill W 
 

7:00    
Dragon Ritual Drummers 

Concert 
  Prosperity Ritual  

Monday (The Moon’s Day), August 6 

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex Horseshoe Pit 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland 

10:00  Children’s Stories       

11:30 Hedge Witchery Children’s Chakra   
Penny Pinching for 

Pagans 
  

AA / NA— 

Friends of Bill W 

2:00       Closing Ritual @ Raven Field  

Schedule con’t 
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  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland Horseshoe Pit 

10:00 Playing with Energy   Self-Healing Meditation 
Women’s Warrior 
Circle 

Stag King—meet @ B each   

10:30       
Mayan Pocket 
Dolls 

 

11:30 Oracle Card Making Bellydance Dionysus Pre-meeting Anito   
Dowsing with 

Pendulums 

Stop  Smoking 

w/ Hypnosis 

1:00   Paint Yourself Silly      

2:00 
East of the Sun,  

Part 1 
Fire Scrying DIY Body Painting Tarot Talk Healing Ritual    

3:30 
Intuition and  
Prophesy 

Foi d’antan Drum Explorations 
Children’s Bardic 
Workshop 

GLBTQ  Ritual    

5:00 I Ching   KG 101  
Pride Parade—meet @ Rookery 
Axe throwing @ Archery Field 

Poi 2 Beyond Basics @ Beach 

  

7:00    Eric Mandala Concert     

9:00      
Dionysus Ritual @ Pond 
Women’s Energy Ritual @ Beach 

  

After Concert       Sing-a-long @ Hearth Fire  

  The Rookery Rookery Grove Rookery Annex Horseshoe Pit 

 

Raven Stage Birch Grove Other locations Munchkinland 

10:00 Faery Shamanism   
Stop  Smoking 

w/ Hypnosis 
  

Men’s Energy Ritual— 

meet @ Rookery 

Archery @ Archery Field 

 

10:30      Art of Performance  Feathered Serpents 

11:30 Spirit Work Panel Eclectic Paganism Massage Essentials 
Astrology & 
2012 

Kids song & dance 
practice 

   

1:00   Paint Yourself Silly      

2:00       Main Ritual @ Raven Field  

3:30 
What I Did On My 

Vacation 

Building Personal 

Divination 
  

Tails and Wails 

Concert 

Drumming 

(Deeper) 

Herb Walk—meet @ Rookery 

Mechanized Linear Warrior Circle 

@ Diagon Alley 

 

5:00 
East of the Sun, 

Part 2 
Sex Magic Rune Readings  Children’s Bardic  

Sword Fighting Workshop  

@ Beach 

AA / NA— 

Friends of Bill W 

8:30-ish       
Bardic Competition  

@ Drumming Fire 
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